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PREFACE

The articles which are here presented in book-form were originally printed

in the Musical Courier between January and June, 1923. It is necessary to

establish the date, and will become more so as time goes on, because of the

rapidly changing character of the American popular orchestra. The state-

ments that are here made about popular instrumentation are true to-day;

they were only partially true ten years ago; and they may not be true ten

years from now. Our popular orchestras may, and probably will, continue to

change, leaning more or less in the direction of wood or strings, or brass, or

saxophones.

However that may be, the general principles of instrumentation, for pop-

Uiar or serious music, will remain unchanged, and it will be an easy matter for

the student to keep pace with the movement and bring his work into accord

with the possibilities and tendencies of the moment.

The rapidity of the development will be realized when it is said that printed

orchestrations customarily provided only two saxophone parts a year ago.

To-day they have three, and much of the melody is arranged in three-part har-

mony for the saxophones. A year ago such a thing was hardly thought of.

The development of a distinctly American style of popular instrumenta-

tion is not nearly so new as is generally supposed. Like everything else in

art, it has been the result of slow evolution. It really began many years ago

with the introduction of humorous touches into orchestra arrangements, and

like nearly all American musical development the sentiment was borrowed.

It was partly the white man's interpretation of the negro and partly the city

dweller's interpretation of the countryman. The "hick" or "rube" band of

the circus, or as incidental music with rural farces, was as familiar as the min-

strel song, and introduced, as many as thirty or forty years ago, "out-of-tune"

effects, "railroad" imitations, "stop-time," and the trap drummer—effects

that we are prone to think of as a part of modern jazz—and there is scarcely a

rhythm in jazz that was not anticipated in the rag-time of the nineties.

Jazz is a rather confusing term. Originally it was undoubtedly applied

to negro slap-stick comedy cut-up improvisation. But even then, and even

acknowledging that derivation, it has certainly nothing whatever to do with

either rag-time or syncopation. A piece that is ragged is not, therefore, neces-

sarilv jazzed. The term refers solely to qualities of arrangement and inter-

[v]
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pretation, and is not confined strictly to the orchestra, for there may be, and

is, excellent piano jazz, especially that played by the duet or trio teams pop-

ular in vaudeville, whose work is recorded on various mechanical piano

players.

To the negro, jazz represents speed, humor, wild exhilaration approach-

ing the hysteria of a primitive orgy. It was originally not applied to music.

"Jass her up" was used in work and play long before the meaning of the term

came to be restricted to music as it has subsequently been by the white man.

Among the negroes musical jazz probably had its start in the West Indies,

whence it was brought to New York by Ziegfeld and the Dollys, who danced on

the New Amsterdam roof for the Midnight Frolic to a jazz Victor record said

to have been actually made in Cuba.

About the same time stories reached New York of negro jazz orchestras

in cafes and cabarets in New Orleans and Chicago, and jazz was reputed to

appeal to the eye as well as to the ear, ''cut-up" being early associated with it.

This feature has, even to-day, not entirely disappeared, especially when jazz

bands fill vaudeville engagements, but is confined mostly to the drummer.

That it has nothing to do with the effectiveness of jazz is sufficiently proved

by the phonograph records, and "cut-up" is now hardly ever resorted to by

cafe or dance-hall orchestras of the better class.

The old, improvised jazz has practically disappeared, and that which has

grown out of it (Mr. Lampe insists that it should not be called jazz) is one of

the most intensely interesting developments of popular music. It has influ-

enced, apparently, the character of popular melody, and certainly the make-up

of our orchestras. As late as 1917 or 1918 there were no saxophones or banjos

in our orchestras, which consisted for the most part of the usual violin, piano,

cornet, clarinet, trombone and drums combination. Mutes were rarely used,

and sustained harmony never.

But jazz had to be arranged for publication, and that meant that the

problem of its notation should be placed in the hands of skilled arrangers.

They have made it the splendid thing it is to-day. And what is it, exactly?

What does the term mean? As I see it, it means a complex contrapuntal

arrangement around a melody (not "of" but "around" the melody). Gen-

erally, the counterpoints are of the "quick-step" variety—eighth-notes alter-

nating with sixteenths—and occasional cross rhythms—three, five or six notes

against two or four. The basic harmony is simple, and the tempo usually \

or 2 .
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The relationship and differences between popular and serious instrumenta-

tion are carefully explained and illustrated by numerous examples, and the

whole treatment of orchestral line-arrangement, as distinguished from orches-

tral color-arrangement, is treated in great detail. The student will perhaps

best understand this distinction—which is Very important—by listening to

the piano-jazz records above mentioned. Most of them are really brilliant, as

brilliant in their way as orchestra arrangements, and they illustrate admirably

the necessity of completing a line-sketch before laying on the color.

It remains to be added that I have thought best to limit details of instru-

mental technic to effects that appear more or less frequently in print, assuming

that the regular arrangers know what is practicaland what is not, and that

they certainly go as far as possible in their efforts to make interesting and

effective instrumentations. Individual players with an especial sense of

humor and technical facility constantly add new effects, but until they become

common property, and get into the instruction books, especially Winn's, with

which the student can provide himself if he is anxious to improve his technical

knowledge of the instruments (clarinet, cornet, trombone, saxophone, banjo,

etc.), the arranger will do better not to write these effects into his instrumen-

tations, but rather to leave them to the taste of the player.

THE AUTHOR.
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Many years ago Berlioz conceived the original idea of making a mechan-

ical or mathematical tabulation of all of the possible instrumental combina-

tions, a sort of statistical outline of orchestral effects, and carried out this

plan in his famous instruction-book. Since his time many another book has

been written, generally with the object of amplifying the French master's

work, among them the modernized Berlioz, by Richard Strauss, and the splen-

didly complete work by Cecil Forsyth to mention only two of many.

To write another book along the same lines and with the same object in

view would be without reason and without excuse, and in the pages which

follow the author has not that in mind. His intention has been rather to

prepare a work suited to American students and suited to our American point

of view, a work outlining a few basic principles in so simple a way that the

student may try his hand at real orchestra arranging after glancing care-

lessly over the first part of it, which is just what the American student will

do, in spite of all that his elders may urge to the contrary.

The book, therefore, deals not with a tabulation of particular effects, but

with means of attaining general orchestral solidity, and particularly with the

relationship between the familiar piano score and the orchestra score. Talk-

ing machine records may be had of some of the examples used by way of

illustration, and the student will do well to provide himself with them and

to listen to them, not with the object of becoming familiar with the use of

particular instruments, but with the object of getting an idea of mass-effects

and hearing what effects come through and are successful, or fail to come

through and are buried and lost in a mass of counter-melodies, or accompani-

ment, or whatever else may be.

[ viii
]
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PRACTICAL INSTRUMENTATION

How to Hear the Orchestra

"But," you will exclaim, "that is not what I want at all! I do not want

to know how to hear the orchestra, but how to write for it!"

That is exactly the point. You want to write for the orchestra, as most

students do, without hearing what you write.

You have no hesitation whatever about going to a concert, to an opera,

to presentations even of the most complex of modern works, and criticising

all that you hear, not kindly and with deference, but with an absolutely appall-

ing certainty, without the least doubt in your own mind as to the perfect

correctness of your judgment.

And often enough you are right. Which means, simply, that you know

how things ought to sound—you know good balance when you hear it; you

know sonority and quickly recognize its absence; your taste in such matters

has become, by frequent hearings, trained to feel differences.

Yet you will go straight home and write an orchestration that has all

of the faults you so harshly criticise in the works of others. You will take

it proudly to your teacher, fully expecting his enthusiastic praise; you will

take it without hesitation to your favorite conductor, sure that he will fall

on your neck and proclaim you a genius.

If you are really ambitious you will realize that you need more study.

Of course, but what sort of study?

That is exactly what the author proposes to place before you, in a way

that will be not only helpful but convincing.

You will be one of those, one of the many, many American composers,

who will say to himself, if only conditions were different, if only I could

hear my work!

But conditions are not different, and probably never will be. They are

not very different in Europe, for, even over there, conductors will not play

works which show a pronounced lack of technic; will not even try over at

rehearsal any work of which it is evident that the composer himself does

not know how it sounds.

It is true that accomplished and experienced composers sometimes ask

to hear their works before they are printed. But the reason for that is not

l
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ignorance, not lack of mental ear, but simply because they have tried to put

down on paper something so complex that they cannot be sure that they are

noting it correctly or hearing it correctly.

Those are two separate, opposed ideas: (1) Noting correctly what you

hear in your mind; (2) Hearing correctly what you write.

Theoretically speaking, one should always hear every note that one writes,

and the ensemble of all the notes that one writes, before they are put on paper.

Practically, and actually, the composer often builds up his complete,

finished picture in sections. The composer hears very plainly, for instance,

let us say, his melody played by an oboe accompanied by full chords in the

strings.

That is very simple. But how are those string chords to be written? Are

they to be "thick" or "thin?" Are they to include every note of every chord

from the top to the bottom, or are they to be written in "open" position? Are

the notes to be omitted when they would make sharp dissonances with the solo

voice? Are they to be contrapuntally altered in this case? Or are they to

move along in unison with the melody?

Ex.1

Evidently the chords here (Fig. 1) could be written with several notes

omitted ; evidently, too, these notes might be omitted at 1 and 2, the beginning

of the second and third measures, where the melody seems to clash with the

harmony note, first the tonic note, C, then the fifth, G. Then again, at 1,

the harmony note, C, might be momentarily changed to B with the melody,

and at 2 it might be changed to A flat with the melody.

The question is not which of these is the best, but how are we to know

which of ihese is the best, and how are we to know exactly how each one of

the three writings here proposed would sound, without having an orchestra

at our disposal to try it over?
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First of all, let it be perfectly clear that the piano is of no use at all

as a subsitute for the orchestra upon which to try over these perplexing

passages, and the organ is little better. The pianist-composer, like Schumann,

almost always reflects his pianistic feeling in his orchestration, and the com-

poser who depends upon the organ for aid generally loses something of the

orchestral feeling in his finished scores.

And here it is very necessary that this point should be thoroughly gone

over, for there is no point about which there is greater divergence of opinion,

and no point upon which it is less possible to give authoritative advice. To

say, "you must never use the piano" is almost as bad as to say, "you must

always use the piano," and to say, "you may use the piano when you like"

(which most composers will do, whether you say it or not), is the worst

of the lot.

The composer, whether student or not, must thoroughly understand the

relationship between the piano and the orchestra, and must be able to know

just where and when and how it may be useful. The fact that nearly all

successful modern composers have been pianists, or have been able to play

the piano, is certainly significant. It is a great pity that so much misleading

matter has been written by thoroughly responsible musicians about this

important point. Through all of his youth the author heard it said over and

over that Wagner could not play the piano ; that he regretted not having learned

the piano; that he conceived his stupendous scores without the aid of the

piano. Most of us have heard the same story. We have also in mind

pictures of Beethoven walking in the woods or lying in the shade of the trees

with his manuscript in hand; of Schubert writing his wonderful songs on

the back of restaurant bills of fare, or on an old envelope or any scrap of

paper that happened to come to hand.

That is very pretty, and some of it is fact. But it is not all fact. And

the part of it that is left unsaid is far more important than the part that

is told.

The hard, solid, cold fact of the matter is that Wagner and Beethoven,

and most of the other great composers, played and played and played. They

were always at the piano. They became perfect burdens to their landlords,

their hosts, the people with whom they lived, with their hammering, their

pounding, their experiments in advanced harmonies, dissonances, discords.

Wagner (who could not play the piano!) was put out of one lodging because
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of his noise, and pretty nearly went to an asylum, for the people thought

him mad; and he played so much at Triebschen when at work on the "Ring"

music that his children sang the melodies at their play.

So Wagner, who really invented modern orchestration, used the piano

at his work. That is sure. But it is also sure that he did not play his full

scores, for the simple reason that his full scores cannot be played on the

piano; in fact, the effect of them cannot be properly given even by two players

on two pianos, or three players on three pianos, or a dozen players at a dozen

pianos, for that matter, though they might very well play all the notes.

It is evident, therefore, that, though Wagner, and the other great com-

posers, used the piano at their work, they also possessed the power of pre-

senting to themselves, mentally, the exact effect of their completed scores.

That is the whole crux of the matter, and the natural deduction is that

the composer, when writing for orchestra, may use the piano as much as he

likes, but must not write for the piano, and expect afterwards to make

orchestra music of it without almost complete revision—must not write with

the piano tone in mind, but must always "hear" the orchestral effects, and

always realize that the piano is a mere makeshift, not to be abused.

Difference Between Piano and Orchestra

The most important difference between the piano and the orchestra lies

in the element of the sustained tone of the latter. In attempting to discover

how a dissonance will sound in the orchestra arrangement, as in Ex. 1, we

find that the weakness of the piano as an aid is due to the fact that the chord

lias to be struck again, or that the tone has to be sustained by the use of a

tremolo, or constantly repeated arpeggio, none of which expedients gives the

same effect as the simple sustained chord. In matters of this particular

nature it might be assumed that the organ would be a useful guide, since

its tone is sustained. But the organ is so opposed to the natural orchestral

technic that its frequent use is actually dangerous. (And to the great majority

of composers the organ is not available. The use of the instrument will, there-

fore, not be considered in what follows.)

Piano music usually makes poor orchestra music, and, conversely, orchestra

music usually makes poor piano music. These are points that the student

should firmly grasp, as well as the reasons for it, since it will undoubtedly

be a fact, and always is a fact, that the vast majority of composers, and
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would-be composers, who contemplate making orchestra scores, will work at

the piano, will, probably, complete their works at the piano.

If these students will only give themselves the time to look calmly at

the matter they will be able to convince themselves of the danger of that

method of work. Consider, for a moment, the splendid musical content of

some of the familiar piano concert repertoire, and one must wonder that it

does not get on to our orchestra programs. Yet it rarely does, and when it

does it is rarely entirely satisfactory. Indeed, it may be said that it is never

as satisfactory on the orchestra as it is in its original arrangement.

We may safely say, then, that there is beauty in arrangement, apart from

the beauty of melody and harmony. And that is true. Not only is it true,

but, for the student of orchestration, it is the most important of all truths.

It is the one thing that the student must thoroughly understand, and not only

understand, but feel inwardly, absorb so that it becomes part of one's very

nature to be guided and held by it during every moment of actual creative

work.

Another important element of divergence between piano and orchestra

arises from the fact that, on the piano, the melody is, almost of necessity,

either above or below the harmony or accompaniment, and that there are

weaknesses both above and below. This feature of piano arrangement becomes

quite obvious when we attempt to make arrangements for piano solo of any

simple music originally written for a solo voice or instrument with piano

accompaniment.

Consider, for instance, such simple things as Schubert's Serenade or The

Swan of Saint-Saens, to mention only two by way of illustration. They do

not make good piano pieces. Their beauty is lost—part of it, at least—when

reduced to the limitations of the piano. It is true that it is possible for a

Liszt to make arrangements of such things. But this does not weaken the

force of the argument—there is certainly something radically opposed to piano

idiom in compositions of this nature.

The composer who works at the piano, for the piano, with the piano tone

in mind, will never write such things as this. That is sure. But it is not

sufficient merely to make this statement of a fact which is sufficiently self-

evident—we must also endeavor to discover the reason for it. And that reason

is probably summed up in the word "sonority." The accompaniments of these

pieces and the melody of these pieces get their best sonority (on the piano)
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in the the same octave, i. e., so to speak, on top of each other. But as that

sort of arrangement is practically impossible on the piano we have either

to set the accompaniment lower or the melody higher, in which case either

the accompaniment will lose its charm by being too low, or the melody will

lose its proper force and prominence (and sustained quality) by being too

high. To compensate for this the arranger will rearrange the accompaniment,

and complicate it with sweeping arpeggios, or something of the sort, and will

reinforce the melody with chords, or perhaps with arpeggios or other familiar

pianistic devices.

And these things are the basis of piano composition. These solidities, these

repetitions of notes so as to give the effect of sustained tone, these pianistic

counterpoints, which are not in the least like vocal or orchestral counter-

points—they are the whole of what we know (and admire) as piano idiom,

and they are so utterly opposed to the orchestral idiom that the composer

must get them out of his mind entirely when conceiving music intended for

the orchestra.

It may sound like a strange and perhaps exaggerated statement, but it

is a fact, nevertheless, that the most difficult thing to learn to hear mentally

is a sustained orchestral harmony in conjunction with a melody. Mentally,

it is easy to hear the chord at the moment it is struck, but to hear the

sustained chord, mentally, sustained, while the melody moves about above or

below it, or within it, is extremely difficult.

But it must be learned, and the best way to learn it is by means of a simple

gymnastic exercise consisting of a single sustained note (not a chord) and a

melody, as in Ex. 2a, which must be heard as it is and not. as in Ex. 2b.

Ex. 2a

A Adagio

r; <
>

1
1

1

1 i

The sustained note in this and similar exercises (which the student may

write for himself) must be really sustained in the student's mental picture,

not lost at each melody note and taken up again in see-saw fashion, as in

Ex. 2b. And the sustained note must be a note, not a chord. The student

will find that sometimes the mental picture of the sustained note disappears,

only to be resumed by a mental effort, and he will find, also, that harmonies
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suggest themselves to him in spite of his effort to keep his mind free from

them.

Ex.2b

T " p y 5 7 f
1

etc.

These mental exercises must be done by the student himself, by his own

volition, imposed upon him by his own ambition and fixity of purpose. No

teacher can possibly do anything to force the student to do this, since it is

obviously impossible for the teacher to know whether the pupil is doing it or

not, or what is going on inside of the pupil's mind.

This presents us with the basis of all orchestration, for all orchestration

consists of a moving part—the tune—and that which accompanies the tune.

This, of course, is really true of all music in a way, but there is a slight differ-

ence in the matter of the orchestra as compared with the piano.

Most piano pieces are not, strictly speaking, merely melody and accom-

paniment. In a very great many of them the accompaniment is as important as

the melody, and the more pianistic they are the more true this is. Think,

for instance, of some of the very familiar pieces—Chopin's Revolutionary

Etude, Sinding's Fruhlingsrauschen, Henselt's If I Were a Bird, etc.—and try

to imagine what they would be without the flashing accompanying figures!

Sinding's Fruhlingsrauschen: see Examples 25 a-d. Henselt's If I Were

a Bird: see Examples 26a-d.

Now, some orchestra pieces have these same qualities. Wagner was fond

of working out his motives with a maze of accompaniment—like the Entrance

of the Gods into Walhalla, the Ride of the Walkiire, Siegfried's Forge Song,

etc.—but the great majority of orchestra music, even Wagner's music, pos-

sesses no such feature whatever and must be subjected to a very complete

arranging process before it becomes real piano music. There are many arrange-

ments, as every pianist will know. (See Appendix. Note 1.)

It is evident, then, that since orchestra music must be very much arranged

for the piano, piano music must be to an equal extent re-arranged for the

orchestra. First of all, the "roaring" which is produced on the piano by the

use of the pedal—those magnificent fortissimos during which the pedal is

held down, and the dampers off the strings, until many notes are sounding

which do not belong to the harmony—that sonority which adds so greatly to
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the effectiveness—must be imitated on the orchestra, and evidently must be

imitated by some other means, since the orchestra has no pedal. The orchestra

has no pedal, nor do orchestra tones "die out" as do piano tones. So certain

things become clear. If a sweeping scale is played on the piano with the pedal

down, all of the notes of that scale will be heard sounding at once. Naturally

the same effect will not be produced on the orchestra if only the notes of the

harmony are sustained, which would sound, in such a case, worse even than to

have all of the notes of the scale sustained at once.

The orchestra writer overcomes that difficulty by what is called "motion,"

which may be counterpoint, or may be development of the harmony. In

orchestrations of the classic school the motion was given mostly to the second

violins and violas, and these instruments, even today, are in many cases used

in a similar manner. This motion may consist of anything from a simple

up-and-down movement between two notes of the chord to a sweeping arpeggio

back and forth across all four strings, from a tremolo to trill or scale.

But in most cases, whatever form it takes, it is not intended to be very

clearly heard. Here is a passage from Tristan (page 440 of the full score)

that illustrates this. (Ex. 3.)

Tristan and Isolda (Wagner)
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The strings here are divided and crossed in several ways, but are here

shown reduced to their actual composite sound. The crossing of individual

parts makes a slight difference, owing to the timbre of the several instru-

ments, but it is very slight. Also the look and shape of these chords is partly

explained by the direction of the moving parts, but that, too, is negligible.

What we actually have, musically speaking, is just these parts as here shown.

(The dots and crossed tails indicate three 16th notes on each 8th beat. Almost

a tremolo.)

This is highly instructive. It shows that motion is the important thing

in these strings—motion, and it does not matter very much what shape the

chords take which result from this motion. This is a point of the greatest

importance, for many a writer makes better looking motion parts, and forgets

to make them better sounding, that is to say, with respect to the whole.

Orchestral Freedom

We see here also evidence of that freedom which is permitted in orchestral

writing. On the last beat of the first bar the middle voice in the strings has

the passage C sharp-B, descending, in notes of equal length, which is the same

as the melody of the flutes, but in different tempo. Such things are frequent

in orchestral writing. Stress is put upon this point because it is just the

sort of infinitely unimportant detail that detains most students—and there

are even some accomplished writers who attach so much importance to small

matters of the sort that they neglect the broad basic principles of their art.

The student must constantly bear in mind that mass effect is what is

sought, not nice looking pages full of ineffective perfections. Also it might

be well for the student to get into his mind the fact that great composers

have, all of them without exception, been guilty of errors of judgment. There

are numerous passages by the great classic masters which would bear revision.

But the works containing these passages are played just the same, while

thousands of works which are "quite perfect" stay, where their perfection

belongs, in some dusty and forgotten corner of the antiquarian's book shelf.

We see, then, that Wagner here (Ex. 3) attains what is evidently a

mass effect. The complete whole is all that concerns him. He has sustained

chords in the wood-wind to support the whole structure, a support that renders

anything else he may happen to do perfectly "safe," and he has three different
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sorts of ''motion"— (1) Moving chords in the strings; (2) Tremolo in the

strings; (3) Arpeggios in the harp.

Emotion is a curious thing. It is aroused by certain kinds of motion

in music that do not appear to possess- any emotional quality at all. Such is

the tremolo. This string passage played simply in eighth notes would have

a very much more quiet, restful effect than that which is attained by the

simple expedient of repetition. It is to be noted, too, that Wagner calls for

three notes to each eighth—not a regular tremolo which, at this speed, and

in this rhythm, would probably be played by most orchestra men four notes

to the eighth. There is a slight difference, but it is important.

Let us now consider two passages with certain similar features to those

here shown. First, the Swan of Saint-Saens, already alluded to. In Ex. 4

the piano part is shown as it appears in the arrangement for violin and piano

—a simple bass with a broken chord effect for the right hand.

The Swan (Saint-Saens)

Ex.4
Barl

m
Bar 19

fe -H-

m
m -H- -H- mm -H-

5

The harmony is, on the piano, sustained by the use of the pedal. The

problem in making an orchestra arrangement will be to get this sustained

impression without too much weight or thickness. Saint-Saens himself

arranged the piece for cello
1 and two pianos. Other arrangers have used a

solo instrument—violin or cello—sustained chords on the muted strings, and

broken chords on the harp. In the Carl Fischer orchestration, arranged by

R. Klugescheid, all of the possibilities of American small orchestras are taken

into consideration. (See Ex. 5.)

First, the arrangement is complete for violin and piano (piano part

omitted from cut) ; second, there are sustained chords for organ (omitted

in cut) ; there are additional string parts, in addition to those shown in the

cut, calling for the strings to play sustained chords ; and there is the complete

orchestration, complete without the piano, where the strings make the entire

^ello, a contraction of Violoncello. It is more properly written with an apos-
trophe ('cello), but among orchestra arrangers in America the apostrophe is com-
monly omitted, for practical purposes.
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accompaniment, there are occasional sustained notes on the horns, wood and

brass, and the melody on violins, horns, flute, clarinet, trumpet, etc. There

is no harp part, as small American orchestras practically never have a harp.

But the piano part might be played on the harp if desired. In this way those

who use the Fischer arrangement have their choice of two effects: (1) Sus-

tained strings with motion in piano or harp; (2) motion in strings—with

solo melody instruments the same in both arrangements.

The Swan (Saint-Saens)

Ex. 5

Bar 1 Bar 19
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Another case that is very similar is Richard Strauss' own orchestral

arrangement for his song, Morgen, published by the Universal Edition. In

Ex. 6 the opening bars of the piano arrangement are shown. It will be

noted that some of the chords in the right hand are to be "rolled" (arpeggio).

The object and reason of this is apparently only to bring out the melody note,

and no attempt is made to indicate it in the orchestra arrangement.
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Morgen (Richard Strauss)

Ex. 6
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The orchestra arrangement, shown in Ex. 7, is the accompaniment of

the song. Perhaps this is the reason why the solo violin is muted. In

ordinary cases the solo violin with the muted strings is best not muted. If

it is intended that the melody be clearly heard it is absolutely necessary that

the solo instrument be not muted.

The curious thing about this orchestration is the fact that there is no

sustained bass, nothing beyond a pizzicato note on the cellos and basses, and

the same on the harp. Perhaps one should not say that this is curious. As

a matter of fact, it is one of the most puzzling things about orchestrations

by skilled writers, the absence of any sustained bass being one of the most

notable features of some of the finest of orchestral effects. The bass would

be sustained on the piano by the use of the pedal, but is omitted from the

orchestra arrangement altogether.

Curious, too, is the crossing of the parts—first and second violins—in

this orchestration, induced by a strong feeling for part writing (which

every composer should have).

Morgen (Richard Strauss)

Ex.7
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It may not be out of place to say a word here about balance. It is a

much abused term. Some writers on orchestration, teachers, and musical

critics have so exaggerated the importance of it that not a few students

get the impression that all there is to learn about orchestration is the

relative force of the various instruments. This is the last and the least

thing that need concern us. Within limits of common sense almost any

passage may be turned around. The brass, once used only as a noise maker,

is capable of very soft effects of sustained harmony, while the wood, once

conceived as useful only for sustained effects and solo passages, or for

reinforcing the strings, may replace the strings to some extent in giving

"motion" to the accompaniment.

As to the force of things—the relative force—naturally no reasonable

being will give an inner part to a weak-toned solo instrument where there

is much going on in the other parts, and expect it to be heard. Such a part,

either inner or outer, may easily be buried—and this applies, especially in

small orchestrations, to accompanying parts as well. Take, for instance,

an ordinary waltz with the chords on the second and third beat of each

bar written for the second violins and violas. This will be intended for a

full orchestra—say ten violins and six or eight violas. If it is reduced to

the small hotel, cafe or theater orchestra, where there is only one second

violin and only one viola, evidently there will be no "beat," no rhythm,

no harmony, especially as the melody may be taken by the first violin, flute,

clarinet (and cornet, as it used to be in the bad old days), all in unison,

and especially, furthermore, in view of the fact that, in waltz music, the

rhythmic beat is most important. In some cases the drums come to the

rescue, but that will still leave thinness in the harmony, and it is better to

use either the piano or brass and horns. (It often happens that solo parts

in the Mozart symphonies are buried because the modern orchestra has so

many more strings than Mozart ever reckoned for.)

Popular Orchestration

How a popular orchestration is built up may now be considered. Pub-

lishers of popular music are in the position, never faced by symphonic

writers, of not knowing what sort of combination may be called upon to

play their orchestrations. They therefore make a basis, or foundation,
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with the piano and one solo instrument. Sufficient of the other parts are

cued in to make the score intelligible to the players and to leave to their

judgment what to play and what to leave out. Then, as the complete orches-

tration is built up, there comes a point where the piano may be omitted

entirely.

The skill of those who make these orchestrations, suited to almost any

combination of instruments, is amazing, and they should get a great deal

more credit for it than they do. Aided by the publishers, they have done

an immense good by placing orchestrations within the reach of all. But

what they must sometimes hear of their own work must be startling even

to themselves, who are taught to expect it. It is not unusual to hear music

by an "orchestra" (?) consisting of a piano and drums, or piano, drums

and saxophone! Combinations of two violins, piano, saxophone and drums

are not uncommon, and the balance is likely to be bad, the piano, saxophone

and drums too loud for the violins (sometimes only one violin) unless the

players are careful (which they all too frequently are not).

As a basis for this elucidation we will select a piece at random. It

happens to be All Over Nothing at All, a fox trot song published by M. Wit-

mark & Sons, arranged by George J. Trinkaus. It is scored for piano, first

violin, second violin, viola, cello, bass, flute, oboe, clarinet in B flat, two

B flat trumpets, two horns in F, bassoon, trombone, drums, and three saxo-

phones—C melody saxophone, E flat alto and B flat tenor. These are marked

"If one sax, use C melody," and the C melody part is marked "Same as

cello. If only one sax, use this part."

There is no printed score, although the arranger makes a score for

himself from which the parts are copied. Each of the parts is printed on

a separate sheet, and each of them is double, with two complete arrange-

ments (sometimes three), and the words of the song printed in nearly all

of the parts. The student is advised to buy and study these orchestrations.

They cost very little, and one learns more by looking at such things than

by reading about them.

Two examples of this orchestration are given: First a few bars of

the "verse," then a few bars of the "refrain." It will be noted that the

orchestration of the verse part is much less elaborate than the orchestration

>of the refrain. This is usual in this sort of music. It will be noted, too,

that in the verse part the orchestra plays practically the same notes as in
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All Over Nothing at All (Bert Rule)
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the piano arrangement. (Ex. 8.) In the refrain there are counterpoints

that are not to be found in the piano arrangement. (Ex. 9.) These are

given to the flute, clarinet, saxophones and trumpets, alternating, and, the

second time, doubled at the octave, the flute and clarinet being an octave

above the saxophones.

Notice that the strings make a complete score except for these counter-

points. Also that the violin and cello alternate in playing the melody, or the

third or sixth above or below the melody; that is, the first time the cello has

the melody and the violin the third above the melody; the second time the

parts are just reversed. Notice also that the chords (Ex. 9) in the strings
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All Over Nothing at All (Bert Rule)
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remain in one position. They do not follow the melody down, avoiding the

melody notes, as in the piano arrangement. This is very important and

must always be observed, as, otherwise, the score will be thin. (In the
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examples two different arrangements of the same passage—first time, second

time—are shown.)

The parts are marked and cued as follows: After the eight bar intro-

duction there is a four bar "vamp" with repeats at both ends, to be repeated

"till ready." This is merely marked "vamp," and is so marked in all the

parts. Where the voice begins each part is marked "voice." The words

are printed, two verses and refrain, in the piano; refrain only in all the

string parts, trombone and drums; no words in flute, clarinet, saxophones,

horns or trumpets. Cues are as follows: In the piano, none; in the first

violin, flute, second violin, saxophone and cello, occasional essential parts,

but not the chromatic counterpoint parts; in the other strings, none; in

the E flat alto saxophone—the other saxophone parts, cello; in the B flat

tenor saxophone, trombone; in the C melody saxophone, cello; in the horns,

none; in the trumpets, oboe; in the clarinet, trumpet, flute; in the flute,

oboe; in the drums, the melody to be played on bells; in the trombone, bas-

soon—cello, horn.

Markings on the parts are: In trombone, "refrain, last time melody;"

clarinet, "refrain, second time 8va."; trumpets, "metal mutes, second time

open;" C melody saxophone, "refrain, melody first time" (thus alternating

on the melody with the trombone); B flat tenor saxophone, "refrain, ' first

time (duet) ;" E flat alto saxophone, certain counterpoint parts are marked

"ad lib
1
;" 'cello, "refrain, first time melody;" first violin, counterpoint in

refrain marked "obligato first time," "melody 8va. second time." Each of

the parts is marked "p-f" at the beginning of the refrain, which means

first time piano, second time forte.

Certain features of present-day American orchestrations are worthy

of mention. Ordinarily, as soon as it is decided to publish a new piece,

orchestrations and "professional copies" are made and distributed to

orchestra leaders and vaudeville singers before the music is put on the

market. These first copies are made by a copyist—not printed—and are

known as autograph copies. The process is to write out the music on

specially made sensitized paper, the impression being then transferred to

plates from which the printing is done. The piano part of this arrangement

is approximately the same as the piano part of the published arrange-

2The author has followed the practice of many orchestral arrangers in America
of omitting the period after certain abbreviations.
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ment, though the latter is sometimes still further simplified. The piano

part of the printed orchestration is much more complex. In order that

these differences may be seen, an example of the three is here given from

the refrain of Sing Song Man—Remick. (Ex. 10.) They should be care-

fully compared.

Sing Song Man (Con Conrad)

Ex.10
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The autograph orchestrations (and sometimes also the printed orches-

trations) are issued in seven keys (usually C, D, E flat, F, G, A flat, B flat).

The sharp keys are avoided because the saxophones are always in flat keys.

It may be said here in passing, too, that generally only the B flat clarinets

and trumpets (cornets) are now being used, the instruments in A being

somewhat out of fashion for the present, at least. This refers to popular

music, but even in symphony orchestras the B flat trumpet is being almost

exclusively used, although many scores are written for the F trumpet

(rarely for the A trumpet). The players prefer to transpose their parts.
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In order that the differences between the popular orchestra and the

symphony orchestra may be clearly seen the two are here tabulated in

parallel columns. Those instruments which are not standard are put in

parentheses. The composer need have no hesitation in calling for any com-

bination he desires in symphonic music. For the popular orchestra he must

observe the cumulative plan described above, beginning with piano and

violin and adding other instruments, and remembering that there may be

only one clarinet, only one trumpet, etc.

Popular Orchestra. Symphony Orchestra.

1 Flute, interchangeable with piccolo. 3 Flutes, interchangeable with pic-

colos.

2 Oboes.

(English Horn.)

2 Clarinets.

(Bass Clarinet.)

2 Bassoons.

(Double Bassoon.)

4 Horns in F.

2 Trumpets in B flat or F.

(3d and 4th Trumpet in B flat or F.)

3 Trombones (2 Tenor, 1 Bass.)

Tuba.

Tympani.

Drums and Traps, Bells, etc.

(Celesta.)

Harp.

Strings.

Some further examples of popular orchestrations will now be given.

Ex. 11 shows a few bars of the refrain (or chorus—the terms are inter-

changeable) of Sing Song Man, published by Remick, piano arrangement

by J. Dell Lampe, orchestration by J. Bodewalt Lampe. We take bars 5-7

of the two arrangements of the chorus. These are the same bars of which

the piano arrangements have been compared in Ex. 10.

(1 Oboe.)

1 Clarinet.

(2d Clarinet.)

(1 Bassoon.)

2 or 3 Saxophones.

(2 Horns in F.)

1 Trumpet in B flat.

(2d Trumpet in B flat.)

Trombone (usually a tenor trombone

written in the bass clef).

Tuba (becoming a frequent substitute

for string bass).

Drums and Traps, Bells, etc.

(Banjo.)

Piano.

Strings.
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Sing Song Man (Con Conrad)

Ex.11
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The melody is here first played by oboe, clarinet and saxophone in

unison, then by trumpet and violin in octaves. The principal counterpoint

is first played by the xylophone (if there is one—and there often is not)

and violin in the lower octave, then by flute, clarinet, saxophone and trumpets

in three octaves. The student often hesitates as to whether parts shall be

in octaves or not. This is the answer: Either way is right.

The after-beat (fourths in bar three) is played first by trumpets and

xylophone (one player with two sticks), then by flute, clarinet and saxo-

phones. Also the piano part (Ex. 10c) indicates that it may be played by

the piano alone—a very good effect—or the piano may play with the

wood-wind.
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How full the chords actually are in such an orchestration is shown

in Ex. 12 a-b, these chords being reduced from the first bar of the two chorus

arrangements shown in Ex. 11.

Ex.12

In both cases the chords are fulL They should be to get proper sonority,

except when some special effect is desired. It would require too much space

to reduce all of our examples to chords as in Ex. 12, but the student is

earnestly urged to do so. Orchestration cannot be learned by merely reading

what is written about it, and still less by playing scores or by listening to

orchestras. It must be really studied, and the best study consists, first of

all, in knowing exactly what the arrangement would look like if reduced to

its simplest possible shape, i. e., to two lines of music. Only in this shape

can the eye take in instantly the actual position of the notes irrespective

of the instruments by which they are played. Only in this way can one

ever know what is being said apart from the instrument that is saying it.

The student is urged to get into his mind and memory once for all that

the thing that makes orchestration is the absolute arrangement of the music

itself, not the instruments by which it is played. No perfection of orches-

tral color can ever make up for deficiencies of basic arrangement. A chord

that is empty—thin—will be empty and thin, no matter what instruments

play it, no matter how many instruments play it, no matter how much

noise there is. The first thing to learn about orchestration is arrange-

ment—and it is the very last thing that is generally learned. The books

are silent upon the one thing that the student wants first of all to know,

and ought first of all to know—how the music is to be arranged, whether or

not his piano sketch is to be elaborated or merely transcribed for the

orchestra, when and where octaves are to be used, parts doubled, to what

extent harmonies should be sustained, in which octave the bass should

stand, etc., etc.
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Americanisms

A short example from Georgia, published by Leo Feist, arranged by

Frank E. Barry, will shed further light upon the matter of solidity of

arrangement and will lead up to an examination of the ''stop time" chorus.

Ex. 13 shows, first of all, a sustained chord for the full orchestra, an evident

sforzando effect, followed by a contrapuntal embellishment unaccompanied.

Georgia (Walter Donaldson)

Ex.13
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The chords here are written as they would be for the piano or organ—

the bass not repeated in the upper voices. There is tremolo on the piano,
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strings and drum. The chords are full on the piano, on the strings, and in

the wind group, where the melody note is doubled at the octave. Ex. 14

shows the chords reduced. The expression mark, placed in the cut under the

trombone, pp-ff, refers to all of the instruments, the whole orchestra.

Ex.14

The effect of the sforzando would be spoiled by a continuation of the

harmony through the second bar. The very basis of sforzando is sudden

cessation. It must, however, be said that it is possible to have soft chords

continued through the silent bar. The sforzando takes place chiefly in the

brass and, if vigorous enough, will have its effect in spite of the fact that

there is not a complete cessation of sound. This does not apply here, how-

ever, where the counterpoint must be played without support. The four

quarter notes on the bass and drum add an additional humorous effect to

this passage. (Compare the opening of Finlandia by Sibelius.)

An illustration of "stop time" is quoted (Ex. 15) from Stealing, pub-

lished by Feist, arranged by Frank E. Barry.

Like nearly all of this popular orchestration, this is an American inven-

tion, and is amazingly effective. The general character of it (again like

nearly all of this orchestration) is humorous. It may be played, and often

is played, without the counterpoint. The writer has heard it so used to

accompany a comic act on the vaudeville stage, its humorous character being

thus clearly demonstrated.

The melody is played by the trumpet, strings and piano in full staccato

chords. This is the basis of the "stop time" effect. The counterpoint, here

shown in thirds doubled at the octave, may be written in single notes, or

may, as has already been stated, be omitted altogether. The drum here

plays the rhythm of the melody, but might, as in the next example, play the

rhythm of the counterpoint.
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Stealing (Dan Sullivan)

Ex. 15
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Another effect, somewhat similar to this, is introduced frequently into

American popular music with the sole object of bringing out some orchestral

device that the arranger or conductor wants particularly to be heard. This

consists of a complete cessation of both melody and accompaniment so that the

orchestral device may stand forth clearly uncovered.

In order that this may be properly understood the student is advised to

listen to the Victor record (No. 18962-B) of Cow Bells, played by Zez Confrey

and his orchestra, Mr. Confrey at the piano.
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There are several passages in this arrangement where the entire orchestra

is silent while the piano plays a counterpoint. It is to be noted particularly

by the student that this countrapuntal embellishment does not interfere in

any way with the rhythm of the music and does not add to the number of

bars in the phrase.

This record also illustrates the slide on the trombone and, in many places,

the clear entrance of the brass, which is very effective and shows how an effect

must "come through." Also, towards the end, there is a counterpoint on the

All That I Need is You (Santly and Baer)
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strings (ascending chords) while the rest of the orchestra is silent, and several

similar effects with brass alone and cow bells alone.

It will prove useful to the student to study numerous talking machine

records with the one idea constantly in mind to hear what effects "come

through" and what effects do not "come through" and why.

Ex. 16 is taken from the introduction of All That I Need Is You, pub-

lished by Feist, arranged by Frank E. Barry, and shows the use of some-

thing suggestive of modernism in popular music. This introduction is

optional, an appended note stating that "small combinations" may omit it.

We suspect that this note also means "poor players had better omit it!"

Though the poorest of American players now have a feeling for chromatics

unheard of a few years ago (before the invention of jazz). Were it not

for the triviality of the melodies and the truly appalling foot-rule regularity

of the form, some passages heard in modern American popular music, as

put together by the first rate arrangers who have it in hand, might well

belong to symphonic compositions.

This dreadful formality, an unwritten rule that is more binding than the

most fearsome of traditions, has been slightly relieved by the arrangers

themselves in introductions, in interludes, in double and triple choruses

(refrains) separately arranged, in "special" chorus arrangements, often in

another key than that of the body of the piece, "stop time," "patter" (of

which an example follows, Ex. 17), and many similar devices. A piece like

Stumbling (Feist) also introduces something new into the prevailing style

of the day, a cross-rhythm combination of 2-4 and 3-4 that is finding many

adherents.

But all of these put together do not alter or abate the monotony of the

form these pieces all adhere to. It is a great pity, though it may well be a

necessity, a condition of popularity. Even this introduction, with its sliding

chromatic diminished sevenths, bears well in mind the basic rhythmic idea

of the piece. A slight diversity is attempted by the bass violin staccato note

and drum beat on the second beat of the first bar—and the passage is

"ragged" by the tying over of the last note in this bar with the first in the

next. But these are small matters, and it remains to be seen if any genius

can make "classical jazz," jazz opera or jazz symphony as has been talked

of. Is it not possible that, with the abandonment of this triviality of rhythm,

the entire jazz effect would be lost?
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Certainly a good deal of the character of this music is the result of

things that would be inadmissible in serious music. Such a thing is this

"patter," and other effects that somehow and for some quite unknown reason

Wabash Blues (Fred Meinken)
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suggest the "hick" or the "rube" (of vaudeville—not at all like the real

thing!). In Ex. 17, the opening bars of the patter of the Wabash Blues

i Feist, arranged by Barry) are given as a sample of this sort of inten-

tional foolishness. This motive is repeated over and over, slipping from

key to key, till it gets back to the key of the start (B flat).

The introduction of the "block" in the drum part, followed by a clash

or crash on the cymbals, adds to the general air of good humored nonsense.

But these effects are not a thing that one can teach by tabulation, for it is

necessary, above all, to learn to hear mentally the result of whatever one

may desire to write. To put the effect in the wrong place, or in the wrong

way, sounds, even in this burlesque music, just as bad as a badly used effect

in serious music. Nothing, indeed, is so sensitive as fun, and nothing so

depressing as a person attempting humor when not especially so gifted

("trying to be funny").

It is not at all difficult, however, to learn to hear these various effects,

if one is really interested in them, really and honestly, without affectation,

enjoys them and thinks them good. This enjoyment is not confined to the

uncultured. Quite the contrary—many a cultured musician is better able

to appreciate them.

It should certainly not be forgotten by those who desire either to write or

to understand the American popular music of the day in its orchestral form

that these jazz orchestrations aim chiefly at burlesque. Everything that is

added to them by way of orchestral effect is in burlesque imitation of the seri-

ous. The whole thing is a joke, and the better the joke the better the orches-

tration. This is noticeable as well in mock sentiment as in Oriental effects,

imitations of modernism with series of consecutive fifths, chromatic parallel

passages (treated in the Perfect Modernist, page 18), not to speak of glissandos

on the trombones, laughing effects on the trombone, trumpet or saxophone,

"stop time," actual full bar pauses (exaggerated "stop time" with the counter-

point omitted), and so on and so forth.

Arrangers have showed much ingenuity in inventing new effects, and, of

course, the "ad lib" jazz players who, like the far-famed Hungarians or

Magyars, make up their parts as they go along, have added their quota to the

inventions, all of which have been subsequently used by the skilled and scholarly

arrangers. It may be well to remark here that, though the Magyar orchestra

is "far-famed," the American jazz player, who has the skill and musicianship
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(perhaps instinctive) to make his own parts, is not far-famed but ill-famed

and constantly the butt and victim of the moralist.

Orchestra parts in American popular music are marked in plain English

and so carefully marked that the player knows what is expected of him and

how his part is related to the whole. This is a very important point and must

be observed by arrangers. For instance, one finds such notes as Solo, Melody,

Obligato, Voice, Chorus, Refrain, Break, etc.

These all have a definite and important meaning. "Solo" means that the

part is taken alone and therefore must be played and not interfered with by

breathing space or playing other parts or cues that may impress the player

as more important. It is a clear warning of responsibility. "Melody" means

that the notes are the melody notes, and the player uses his own judgment as

to whether or not to play them, according to whether some other instrument

is playing them or not. (Except "C Melody Saxophone," which has another

meaning altogether.) "Obligato" is used in the same sense as an obligato

to a song—what in the vernacular is known as a "second" or "alto," though it

is neither. Very often the melody part and the obligato part will be found

on the same sheet and the player takes his choice. It also acts as a warning

that this is not an inner orchestra part, but prominent, to be played with

a proper amount of force and expression. "Duet" is often used in much the

same way, especially when two of the same instruments, two trumpets or two

saxophones, have a duet, generally consisting of melody and obligato. "Voice"

simply indicates the beginning of the melody after the introduction, and is

most needed where there is a soloist, so that the players may subdue their

parts and also so that they may follow the soloists, especially when the soloist

comes in on the wrong beat or bar, in which case all of the orchestra players

instantly jump to the "voice" mark. "Chorus" and "Refrain" mean the same

thing, and these words are placed at the beginning of that part of the com-

position, which is played with a different expression from the "Verse" part,

and generally played three or four times with different printed orchestrations

and numerous "ad lib" orchestrations by the players themselves. "Break''

means a short final coda, generally of the slap-stick variety, noisy and fast

and comic. There is also in professional copies (printed for the use of vaude-

ville singers) what is known as the "Patter" and used, like the "Special

Chorus," by dance players to enliven the proceedings. A section of patter

and special chorus is given in Ex. 17 and 15.
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As to markings on the parts, a few of them will be quoted so that the

student may know what may be done. He may add as many additional effects

as he can think of, only he must be sure that thejr will really work, are

not too difficult, and are set out in plain and comprehensive language. To begin

with there is "1st time," "2nd time," "last time"—plain enough and not to be

misunderstood. Associated with these is the dynamic indication "p-f," which

means that the passage is to be played first soft then loud. (It would mean

something quite different in serious music.) If there is any variation in

this it must be marked. For instance "both times p," which refers to a single

bar or phrase in an otherwise forte repeat. The point is that the marking

must be clear and not ambiguous.

Here, for instance, is a "Railroad Effect." It is so marked and followed

by "Sandpaper—Choo! Choo! Choo! Choo!" with the notes written in for the

tempo. Also the railroad effect includes such indications as "Train Whistle"

and "Train Bell," so that the player knows exactly what effect he is expected to

produce. Then, again, the laughing effect on the cornet, trumpet or trombone

must be written so as to be a real guide to players who are not thoroughly

familiar with it
—"Laughing Cornet—ha! ha! ha! ha! ha!"

This laughing effect may also be fairly well imitated on the saxophone, and

to some extent also on the clarinet, but is best on the trumpet, cornet or trom-

bone. It is most effective on descending chromatic passages, though also used

in ascending scale passages, and it is almost always written in a rhythm

opposed to the rhythm of the piece, i. e., six quarter notes in a four-quarter

bar, or five notes to the beat—tempo effects that are in frequent use even with-

out the laughing effect. A good example will be found in the Wabash Blues

(Feist). The trumpet should be muted.

"Cor.," when used in popular orchestrations, means "cornet." In serious

music it is more likely to mean "corno," which is the Italian word for horn.

Cornets were invariably used in American popular music until quite recently,

and are still in frequent use, so that parts are found marked about equally

"cornet" and "trumpet," sometimes "cornet (trumpet)" or "trumpet (cornet)."

The instruments are so nearly the same that for practical writing or hearing

no distinction need be made. In serious music trumpet parts are generally

found written for F trumpets, but players seem to prefer the B flat instru-

ment, and all popular music is written for trumpets or cornets in B flat, very

occasionally A, in which case the player will often use the B flat instrument
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and transpose, just as in symphony orchestras, players will use the B flat

instrument and transpose from the part written for the instrument in F.

This use of the B flat instruments, both clarinet and cornet or trumpet, be-

comes a necessity in the system now adopted by dance and movie orchestras.

The dance orchestra nearly always plays a different piece by way of "encore,"

so that obviously the player has not time to change his instrument, and in the

movies there is a sudden jump from one piece to another to accompany the

action on the picture, with no time for a change. In both cases the leader

simply gives a sign to his players and they instantly make the jump. There

is an understanding between the players and the leader which puzzles and

confuses the beginner and makes him wonder how it is all managed so smoothly.

In popular music brass parts are not marked in Italian "con sordino," "senza

sordino," but simply "muted," "open." American writers should adopt that

system for all musical (orchestra) signs and indications except the tempo

signs, because players in American orchestras are of all sorts of nationalities

and many of them understand Italian only to the extent of the tempo signs:

Andante, Allegro, etc. To many of them such indications as, for instance,

"gridato," "cupo," "ruvido," "calando," and the like, would simply mean noth-

ing at all. Most American players, no matter what their nationality, under-

stand English. However, there is no good English substitute for "pizz" for

the strings, and "gliss" for strings, trombone and harp, the first meaning that

the string is to be picked or plucked, not bowed, and the second meaning a

slide. There are also no English substitutes for D. S.
—"from the sign"

—

and D. C. "from the beginning." Also "8va." must be used. But popular

music uses the sign "8va. lower," or "8va. higher," if there is any possibility

of doubt (not 8va. bassa.). Indications in English also are such as "8va.

for dancing," "2nd time 8va." In other words, the most familiar terms have

acquired a special meaning and a substitution of English for them would

simply cause confusion and misunderstanding, but they are supplemented by

English directions.

The word "natural" is always used in all instruments to indicate a return

to a normal or natural way of playing. For instance, in the strings, "with

back of bow," is followed by "natural." Sometimes, when the passage is of

short duration, a dotted line follows the indication, a sort of bracket over the

notes to be affected. The special mode of playing them ends with the end

of this dotted line, generally with a little hook. The term "natural" is then
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not needed. The same applies to the word "loco" which follows "8va," but

there is no need to make a dotted line over an entire passage which is to be

played an octave higher, as is sometimes done. The player himself has intelli-

gence enough to know what is intended, and it only annoys him and makes him

play carelessly to deviate much from the accepted custom.

So the strings will read "with back of bow" followed by a dotted line and

hook, or by the word "natural," but not by both.

Horn parts are sometimes marked "muted," sometimes "with metal mute,"

sometimes simply "closed," which means that the hand is used for a mute,

sometimes with a cross over the note + which indicates a peculiar kind of

brassy accent or sforzando. At the end of a closed or muted passage the word

"open" is used. After the cross no further indication is necessary, as this

only applies to the note over which it is placed.

In cued-in parts it is generally best to put the name of the instrument

cued and also whatever indications may apply to it, so that the substitute

player may know what is expected of him. For instance, "muted trumpets,"

not merely trumpets. Or "muted trumpets, laughing effect," which can then

be imitated on whatever instrument gets the cue. Sometimes, however, the

cue is just marked "wind" or "strings," which is sufficient if no special effect

is intended. Only this is to be remembered: the player who is expected to

play the cue does so in the absence of some other instrument. The part is,

therefore, best clearly marked so that he may know whether that particular

instrument is missing or not. The reason "wind" is used is because the parts

will all be cued in all the wind parts, so that if there is any wind instrument

present he will play the missing part, which will only be taken by other instru-

ments in the absence of all wind. Another good reason for the use of such

general terms as "wind," "strings," "brass," is when they have a chord, or an

entire passage in chords or double notes, where it would be both difficult and

useless to indicate the details of the instrumentation in the cues. Popular or-

chestra parts must not be made too complex with superfluous indications, as

most of such music is read more or less at sight, at least without any very

careful rehearsing.

Further English indications combined with the orthodox Italian are, for

instance, such as "pizz (snap)" for the strings, which means to raise the string

and let it snap back on the finger board. Also when some special effect is

desired by the arranger he writes it out in full: "Play near the bridge and
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slide with one finger," which means that the bow is to be played near the bridge

and the left hand to slide up or down (in imitation, no doubt, of the Chinese

one-stringed fiddle). In the trombone glissando effects are sometimes indi-

cated by marking the "positions" (which are fully explained in another place).

For instance, a descending chromatic marked "3 6" and slurred will

evidently mean that the player is to simply slide without break from one

position to the next. The same meaning will attach to a series of two or three

grace notes with a position number above the first of them. It is best to mark

such passages "gliss" and also to indicate the position of the first and last

notes.

In song arrangements (and most American popular music consists of noth-

ing else) care must be taken to indicate whether the arrangement is intended

for accompaniment or for use without the voice. If for both, the proper dif-

ferences must be noted. For instance: "voice for dancing" means that both

melody and accompaniment notes are given, and that the melody is to be used

in the absence of a singer.

With regard to mutes, just now very popular, there are various kinds,

and anyone interested in understanding or writing for the popular orchestra

will do well to visit an instrument store and look them over. Their effect is

everything from a mild "soft-pedal" effect to a rattling "kazoo," which sounds

a good deal like the results children get with a piece of paper over a comb.

This refers to the brass instruments. Sometimes the arranger wants an

exaggerated "distance" effect and calls for "hat over mute," the meaning of

which is unmistakable. This will be followed by "hat off." The "kazoo"

effect can be imitated on muted trumpets with a "tongue roll," so marked above

the note, which is also marked like a "tremolo" with three or four dashes

through the tail. Strauss uses it to imitate the bleating of sheep in Don

Quixote—so all the jazz is not in America! (See Appendix, Note 2.)

The drums and traps are an important feature of jazz, especially when

played by Negroes, who no doubt invented the "cut up" variety of interpretation,

which is offensive when imitated by regular white musicians. It is, in fact,

rapidly going out, except among Negro musicians. But it is perfectly legiti-

mate to write into orchestrations every drum and trap effect that has ever been

used, or any effect calculated to add to the impressiveness of the humor of

the music.

Drum parts are ordinarily written on two lines (bass clef), the upper

line being for the snare drum, the lower for the bass drum and cymbals, played
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together by means of a foot pedal. Sometimes three lines are used, the upper

one for the snare drum, the lower one for the bass drum and the middle one

for the cymbals, which are attached to the bass drum. This cymbal must not

be confused with the suspended cymbal, or hand cymbals, which are separate

and must be separately indicated. This is indicated by "cymbal," "on cymbal,"

"pair of cymbals," or whatever is wanted. The pedal drum and cymbal is

either written as two notes, or "tog," meaning together, or "bass drum," which

means without cymbal, or better still, "without cymbal." The suspended

cymbal parts are sometimes written with square headed notes. (See Exs.

11, 16, 17.)

Other traps will be "block," "bells," "train bell," "sand paper," "baby cry"

("Ma! Ma!"), "rim" or "hoops" of drum, followed by "on head;" "sticks,"

"chimes," "tarn tarn," "gong," "Indian drum," "cocoanut," "bells-soft hammer,"

or "soft bells," "cow bell," "triangle," etc., etc. Whatever the effect, it is

to be clearly indicated.

Cymbals, gongs and xylophones, etc., are played in (at least) three familiar

wrays—they may be struck a short staccato stroke, in which case they are

marked "stopped"; they may be allowed to vibrate until the sound dies out,

in which case they are marked "ring" or "ten" or "non tremolo" (sometimes

both of these terms are used together) ; or they may be played tremolo, to

be indicated by crosses through the tails of the notes.

Drum and trap parts are always written in the bass clef, except, of course,

bells and xylophone, for which the correct melody notes must be written. Drum

and trap notes are always placed in the spaces. Ordinary notes are mostly

used for the ordinary drums and traps, but square notes may be had, as wT
ell

as crosses, and the use of these for gong and cymbal will facilitate matters

for sight reading.

Transpositions lead to curious results, and occasional economy in printing,

as when the bassoon and E flat baritone saxophone are printed on the same

sheet. Two clefs are used, the bass clef for the bassoon and, immediately after

it, on the same line, in brackets, the treble clef. The note that reads correctly

for the bassoon in the bass clef becomes the same when read by the saxophone

in the treble clef, owing to the transposition.

It is the habit of players to stick in memories from old favorites (and new

favorites, too, for that matter) wherever they seem to fit, whether they are

applicable or not, and arrangers have adopted the same plan, sometimes with
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amusing results. For instance, in the arrangement of Sing Song Man, Mr.

Lampe has introduced two bars which seem to resemble a Japanese motive

from Madame Butterfly ; in the Wabash Blues Mr. Barry uses an unmistakable

reference to the Sextette from Lucia; in Georgia he uses a bar from the Hall

of the Mountain King, from Grieg's Peer Gynt suite, etc.—there are endless

examples. Such quotations are only really amusing when they have some

association with the idea of the song to which they are attached.

Another matter for comment is the habit, that has been with us for a

long time, of "ragging" or "jazzing" everything from Bach to Puccini. It

began years ago, when the first inspiration of ragtime was on the wane and

composers ran out of ideas. For a while everything was "ragged," and it may

be said, too, that for a while it seemed as if everything that had made up

the American musical idiom was lost. However, ragtime has now become a

useful idiom, used with great moderation, and certainly interesting, and jazz

has started on the same sort of a career, with the same tendency to borrow

tunes and the same tendency to sweep everything into its basket. But there

are evidences, even now, of satiety in the jazz market, and a good many

features of the older idioms have made their reappearance. And out of all

this a splendid idiom is rapidly taking shape, already quite recognizable as

American and quite distinctly individual, in spite of the freedom with which

composers and arrangers have borrowed from everything conceivable—Chinese,

Japanese, Hawaiian, South Sea Island, Eskimo, Indian, Negro, Turkish, and

the classics.

As has already been said, most of this music is presented in the shape of

songs. Most of it, too, is in "split" time, which means 4—4 with two beats

to the bar. This is a purely commercial proposition, and is, therefore,

enormously valuable. Composers of American serious music, symphonic music,

are making little or nothing worth while because they are failing (probably

not trying) to write anything people want—music with a commercial value.

The only music that is really American in America is that which tries to

satisfy the public taste, and succeeds in so doing. It is of all sorts—church

music, ballads, dance music, light opera, popular music.

This is a digression, but it is not out of place. For more failures have

been made by would-be orchestra arrangers because they would not consider

either the taste of the public or the taste and limitations of the players than

from any other cause. Many composers, even of good music, write "impossible"
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orchestrations. The reason is simply that they fail to keep their mind on the

purely practical. They often have sufficient knowledge, but fail to use it intelli-

gently. They strive so anxiously after effects that their work becomes

experimental.

This becomes very pertinent when we leave the narrow confines of the

fox trot and approach the more orthodox waltz. We soon discover that the jazz

Time After Time (Ernest R. Ball)
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arranger has little scope for his tricks in this simpler and quieter form

of composition, and that it approaches much more nearly the methods in

use in serious composition. It ceases to be a sort of joke contest between

saxophones, muted trumpets, drums and traps. The saxophones are often

omitted altogether, and the entire combination is restrained and sedate except

where special features seem appropriate.

The examples selected to illustrate this show the ordinary, average method

of arranging simple melodic music. As in other examples, two arrangements

Out of the Shadows (Walter Blaufuss)
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Ex. 19 b.
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of the refrain are shown in Ex. 18 (Time After Time, Witmark, arranged by

Trinkaus), the usual p—f chorus. The first time the trombone is omitted;

bells and violins in the lower octave, oboe, cello and trumpet have the melody,

and there is no counterpoint. The second time drums are used instead of bells

(since noise is wanted, and the soft bells would hardly penetrate the sound

of the entire orchestra playing forte)—the violins play the melody an octave

higher, the cello has an obligato tenor part in octaves with the bass, trombones

and trumpets play the melody in octaves, and the flute and clarinet have broken

chords in octaves. The other parts, making the chord accompaniment, are

the same.

Especial note should be taken of the use of the wood in this passage. It

is very common to translate broken piano chords into wood passages in this

manner, and almost always an octave higher than they would be useful on

the piano. This is entirely a question of sonority. Such passages are used on

the piano in the upper octave in concerted music, sometimes effectively and

sometimes not, as will be illustrated further on. But where the piano is used

as support—accompaniment—and sonority needed, they must be placed in a

lower octave. The wood, on the other hand, would be too soft to be heard in

the lower octave, and as the passage is here intended to be heard, it is put

where the instrument is comparatively strong. The next example shows

something similar. (Ex. 19a) Out of the Shadows, Remick.

Here the counterpoint in the first two bars, which ends a phrase, and leads

up rather strongly to the beginning of a new phrase, is well up on the violins

on the strong E string. In the last two bars the clarinet comes through,

although it is covered, because it is the only thing moving through the

sustained chords. Were there other counterpoints it would be quite inaudible.

There are several other things to be noted in this passage: The steady

central flow of the second violins, and, as far as possible, the violas, neither

rising nor falling, filling in well between the melody and the bass; the occa-

sional octaves between parts—in bar three and the following, between viola
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and bass—in bar one, viola, cello and horns—in bar three, cello, second trumpet

and clarinet—and so on. What this means is that the passage is quite clearly

written in parts, and the flow of the parts carried out. (Compare also Ex. 18.)

How complete the chords are is shown in Ex. 19b.

Here all of the parts are condensed onto the piano score, although not

within the scope or reach of two hands, and the more intimate points of the

arrangement may be noted. First: the melody in octaves in the upper voices,

with one note between, filling in the chords, but the note below the lower

melodic octave omitted. That is to say, the first chord reads, from the top:

E, G, E, G, etc. ; not E, C, G, E, C, G, etc., or even E, G. E. C. G. the C being

omitted. This is simply in order to make the passage less thick and cumber-

some, and also in consideration of the fact that the melody is in octaves, and

free space is left for the lower octave to move about in. The filling is in

the center.

Now, this is a fairly good principle to hold by. It is no rule, but an under-

standing of it, and an appreciation of its excellence will help the composer

over many a doubtful passage. If the harmony is well expressed, and given

out with sufficient weight, in the center, in about the same octave as one would

expect to find it in the piano, or a little lower, almost anything may be done

above and below it, or within it. A whole-hearted acceptance of this fact is

the real basis of modern orchestrations, where, more and more, the sustained

harmony is being used—like a canvas upon which the painter puts his most

brilliant colors.

The idea may be expressed in two ways. One may think of many colored

paints in many complex forms resting upon a smooth canvas; or one may

think, perhaps still better, of colors shining through an even-tinted surface

of some neutral color that serves to prevent those spaces not more brilliantly

colored from being Dare, as if the paint had been forgotten or had faded.

We see this very clearly in the last three bars, and especially the last two

bars, of Exs. 19 and 19a. Here the chords are sustained in the basses, cellos,

horns, trombones and trumpets, which does not prevent from being heard the

motion of the melody, the after beat on the violins and violas—repeating the

very notes that are sustained on other instruments'—and the clarinet counter-

point.

The moderns, who have a thorough understanding of the meaning and

application of basic harmonies and altered chords, go to the length of sustaining
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basic harmonies even where there result whole series of dissonances. The

effect is, musically speaking, to explain the dissonances, just as harmony of the

most simple kind explains the melody, which often strikes on dissonant notes.

(See The Perfect Modernist.)

Ordinarily speaking, the harmonic background ought not to take on the

nature of moving parts. If it does, it ceases to be clearly a mere background.

In Ex. 20 it will be seen what is meant by this.

A Little Girl at Play (Patterson)

Ex.20
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This is a passage for three solo voices (soprano, tenor and bass) and

orchestra. The words of the vocal parts are omitted. The piano reduction

of the orchestration is also given. It is to be noted that none of the singers

have the melody, which is played, throughout the entire movement, by the

orchestra, chiefly on the violins. The sustained chords are on the wood wind,
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the rhythm, shown on the piano part as chords, is given to the horns in octaves,

and a counterpoint is added to the orchestra part, on the violas, to give a less

lyric, more dramatic feeling to the whole.

The point to be emphasized is this : That absolutely no attention is paid

in the orchestra to the complex counterpoint of the solo voices. What disso-

nances occur simply occur. They are not avoided. No attempt is made to avoid

them, but the basic harmony and leading melody are extremely simple and

extremely clear.

This is the principle—and by the modernists it has been grossly exag-

gerated. They have not, perhaps, gone too far. We know nothing about that.

Only the future can speak as to that point. But they have gone too fast. They

have written such mazes of harmonies and dissonances that not only has the

basic harmony ceased to be clear, but the melodic line as well. It is useless

to write for the public something that the public is quite unable to comprehend.

The question of balance, i. e., the relative loudness of the various parts,

enters prominently into such a piece of orchestration as is found in Ex. 20.

Will the solo voices be strong enough? Will the melody be strong enough?

Will the rhythm on the horns be strong enough? Or will all of these essential

elements be buried out of sight—or out of hearing?

The answer is that the success or failure of such a passage depends en-

tirely upon the conductor. It is his duty to bring out the essential features

and relegate to second place the accompaniment and support. Even great com-

posers, like, for instance, Wagner, the greatest of all, have made what must

be considered mistakes.

Writers of the modern German school easily fall into this sort of error,

especially in the matter of the human voice, so that one sees singers with their

mouths open and their muscles strained, evidently shouting to the best of their

ability, but no sound of their voices emerges from the ruck. This, of course,

is bad. Perhaps interpretation has something to do with it. Certainly we

know that Wagner was accused of exactly the same thing years ago, but proper

interpretation has brought out his intentions since. It may be the same with

these moderns.

And from this we get an important lesson—not to be over-anxious—afraid

of making mistakes. The greatest mistake that talent can make is that of

producing too little or not producing at all. It may be taken as sure that

if the work is the expression of really worth-while musical thought means will
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be found to give it a proper production. Many works must be subjected to

revision. But—and this is no less important—no work that does not show an

evident technical mastery will inspire conductors to give their time to it.

For conductors realize perfectly that even the thought itself could not grow

out of ignorance.

Arranging from Piano Score

The question which, in the ordinary course of things, actually confronts

the composer is how to reduce his piano score to the best sounding orchestra

score. Suppose, for instance, we take the opening bars of a movement from

the Oriental Suite by Trinkaus, published by Witmark. (Ex. 21a.)

Oriental Suite (Trinkaus)

Ex. 21a.
Piano Solo

An experienced man like Trinkaus probably conceives the thing directly

for orchestra in the first place and has the sound of it in his head, but the

student will not find this to be the case, at least at first, and in listening to

the orchestra he will often be puzzled as to how the thing is constructed. In

both cases he will undoubtedly sooner or later get back to the abstract notes,

the outline sketch of the music, irrespective of any instrumental tone. If

he plays it at all he will play it on the piano or organ—and then proceed to

break his head over two problems, problems that are quite distinct: first, by

what instruments shall it be played; second, how much shall the parts be

doubled?

There are a dozen or more answers to the first question: strings, brass

or wood alone; strings with brass; strings with wood; brass with wood, each

playing the full chords, or each playing only one note of the chord. Shall

there be mutes or not? Shall the strings play the lower octave and the wood

the upper octave, or will some other arrangement be better?

How Trinkaus solves the problem is shown in Ex. 21b.

It is to be remembered that he is writing for small orchestra (very wisely

making his music attractive to the publishers and available for theaters, hotels
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Oriental Suite (Trinkaus)
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and movie houses). In addition to the instruments here shown he has trom-

bone, drums and bass violins, but they are not needed in this passage. A

single player plays both flute and piccolo parts, and here uses the piccolo

(the notes here shown are the actual sound—they are written an octave lower).

He uses the piccolo presumably because its tone, in this middle register, is

softer than that of the flute.

As for the rest, it is seen that the opening bars are played by muted

cornets (trumpets)—in what follows, the staccato bass is played by the bassoon,

two horns and the cellos. The score appears to be complete without the piano.

Another example from the pen of the same writer is given in order to

show what he does with an arpeggio—always easy (and prominent) in piano

music, but difficult for the orchestra. (Ex. 22a.)

(Trinkaus)

Ex. 22a. J
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(Trinkaus)

Ex. 22b.

Such problems are solved in many different ways—very frequently the

arpeggio is omitted altogether, something else being substituted for it. And,

similarly, arpeggios are frequently added in piano arrangements from orchestra

scores, so as to represent the sustained tone of the orchestra.

In this example there is almost no instrument in the small orchestra which

will play all of these notes. The cello might, but the upper notes would be

difficult, being almost two octaves above the highest open string. The viola

might play all but the first note, the low G, but the high notes would also be

difficult for the viola (i. e., for players in small orchestras). The violins have

not the lower notes, but might be used, it being not uncommon to join together

such a passage, starting on the cello and then rushing up on the violin. The

arranger in this case prefers the clarinet, which can very easily play all but

the lowest note. The cello gives it a strong start, playing not the first note

alone, but the first three notes. (Ex. 22b.)

It will be noted that the tympani (kettle drums) support the bass. The

wood and horns form a complete picture, except the last note of the melody,

omitted in the flute because, perhaps, of the soft quality desired. The brass

is omitted. The second bar of this example should be carefully examined.
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The oboe is placed above the flute—the space between the flute and the sus-

tained second clarinet is more than an octave, being filled in by the second

violin—the fifth above the bass is held only by the horn—and the third of the

chord, B, is finally doubled on four instruments : Cello, viola, horn and clarinet.

Our next example will continue our consideration of the relationship be-

tween piano and orchestra arrangement, especially with regard to the arpeggio.

It is taken from Tristan, the prelude, the fortissimo climax just before the

end. The piano arrangement is first shown. (Ex. 23a.)

Tristan and Isolda (Wagner)

Ex. 23 a

Here we have apparently a simple arpeggio, or broken chord, rushing

down with a clean sweep from the upper to the lower octave, accompanied by

a simple sustained chord in the left hand, then chord and melody in the right

hand with an octave tremolo in the left. It is a thoroughly practical and

pianistic arrangement (by Kleinmichel) and is probably about as good as could

be made under the circumstances. But it differs very materially from the

original orchestra score. In this the arpeggio is syncopated, not slurred, but

each note vigorously attacked, and it continues, not through the first three beats

of this six-eighth time, but through five beats, the final notes, F, E, D sharp,

coming as a triplet on the last beat of the bar. It illustrates, better than any-

thing else could, the essential difference between the piano technic and the

orchestra technic, between what will be highly effective on the piano and what

will be equally effective on the orchestra, and, therefore, how little the student

should depend upon the piano in making orchestra arrangments. The orches-

tration of this passage is given in Ex. 23b.

It will be noted that the tremolo continues throughout on the strings,

except the celli, which hold E flat in spite of the fact that the violins approach

the same note. In other words, there is no avoidance. It will be noted that the

various winds drop down on odd beats to notes which bring them to the proper

resolution into the chord that follows. This shows how, in orchestra part
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Tristan and Isolda (Wagner)

Ex. 23b

V
7 7 "

writing, the lines must often be broken so as to get the instruments into proper

position for desired effects. Very often the instruments are stopped altogether

so as to make their entrance effective. Here it will be noted, too, how the parts

drop off one by one—the brass between the beats, the strings at the beginning

of the new bar (except the first violins). The movement of the oboes, the

horn, and even the English horn, to their new positions, are, of course, not

intended to be heard, and are actually not heard, being covered up by the brass,
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and the chief care of the composer is to maintain the proper balance, and, as

already stated, to arrive smoothly at the new chord. The orchestration of

the second bar was evidently planned first and that of the first bar made to

accord with it.

The student will often be puzzled as to the best treatment of passages

which have a "thin," unorchestral appearance, where there is no weight, no

solidity, such as one is led to expect in the orchestra (and, be it said in passing,

many students hate to let their instruments rest and often puzzle their teachers

by asking what they are to do with this, that, or the other instrument. It is

amusing, too, to see instruments playing away vigorously and earnestly in

productions of works by the masters of the day, when we know very well that

these instruments are so weak of tone that they add nothing to the whole

—

like the harp in the forte passages of the Strauss poems, or the piano and

celesta in works of Korngold).

Of course it does not matter, and if noise is wanted, and confusion, every

little no doubt helps. But we are concerned just now with just the opposite

condition—where noise is not wanted, though the passage is loud and vigorous.

Take another passage from Trinkaus—his Pastoral. (Witmark.)

Pastoral (Trinkaus)

Ex 24a. piano Solo

V

This example (Ex. 24a) shows the piano solo, the whole passage being

high up in the treble. The problem with which the arranger is confronted

is this: Are there any instruments in the small orchestra that will make this

passage strong enough so as not to sound thin? One may argue that the

piano solo alone is strong enough, since such passages are often played on

the piano alone. But that is not true, not in orchestra music. The psychologi-

cal effect of the piano with orchestra, except as a support, brings about a sense

of weakness and inadequacy if the piano is used, or evidently intended to be

used, as an orchestral instrument. If the piano leads, as a solo instrument,
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as in concertos with orchestra, the psychology of expectation brings about a

different mental reaction.

And in the case now being considered the piano may be omitted altogether.

Even if it is present, the orchestra must cover it. As has been already several

times stated, such a problem may be solved in many ways. It will depend

entirely upon the intention of the composer and the taste of the arranger.

In this case it would appear that Mr. Trinkaus does not want thickness or great

solidity or sonority. His orchestration is shown in Ex. 24b.

Pastoral (Trinkaus)

Ex. 24b.
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Speaking of Sinding, the arrangement for small orchestra of his Rustling

of Spring illustrates a simple and effective orchestral treatment of piano

arpeggios when used agitato. The piano arrangement is shown in Ex. 25a,

and the orchestration in Ex. 25b.

Rustling of Spring (Sinding)

Ex. 25a.
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Rustling of Spring (Sinding)

Ex. 25b.

It is seen that the tremolo is substituted for the broken chords of the

piano part. The broken chords would be difficult for the orchestra, and

would give less of the intended agitato effect than the tremolo. A somewhat

similar passage for the strings is to be found in Grieg's Peer Gynt suite, but
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the emotional effect is quite different, and the arpeggio an integral part of

the musical idea. Another alteration of the same note group is the basis of

the melodic idea of Henselt's popular piano study known as If I Were a Bird.

(Ex. 26a.)

Ex. 26b

$ •> g l p B r^T~i
Rustling of Spring (Sinding)

Ex. 25c.

It has an especial interest for us because attempts made to arrange it for

orchestra have not been successful. The reason is that the music is too difficult

for any but symphony players as it stands, and yet so simple that any altera-

tion of it robs it of its charm. (See Appendix, Note 3.)

There are, of course, limits to what was said above as to arrangements

for orchestra, especially for small orchestra. Works of extreme difficulty, or

very unviolinistic, might be played by symphony orchestras, but sometimes

have not the musical attraction to interest such organizations. Indeed, in

America, such organizations rarely play anything that was not written orig-

inally for the orchestra. The movie houses are beginning to furnish that sort

of pleasure, but, broadly speaking, one must go abroad (to Germany) to hear

symphonic renditions of such things as the Liszt Rhapsodies, the Chopin

Polonaises, and the hundreds of other similar pieces, originally intended for

piano or some other instrument, but effective in their orchestral arrangement.

In America such things have been, until recently, with the advent of the

movie orchestra, relegated to amateur orchestras or small hotel or theater

orchestras. This fact is responsible for such arrangements as this simplifica-

tion of the melody of the Henselt piece (Ex. 26b), which altogether destroys

its original charm.
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Rustling of Spring (Sinding)

Ex. 25d
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Students will do well to bear this condition in mind and to accommodate

their orchestrations to the capacities of those by whom they are likely to be
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played. In other words, if the work is not musically up to the standard of

our symphony orchestras it is a waste of time to arrange it in such a manner

that it can only be played by such organizations. If it is both light of char-

acter and difficult of content, like the Henselt piece, it will certainly not be

worth while to arrange it at all, as the symphony orchestras will not play

it, and other orchestras cannot.

Two additional examples from Sinding's Rustling of Spring will serve fur-

ther to illustrate the essential difference between the piano and the orchestra.

(See Ex. 25c and d.)

Importance of Solidity

A word remains to be said about the make-up, the instrumentation, of

small orchestras in this country. There is no uniformity in this matter. Some

orchestras are only strings and piano, some strings, saxophone or clarinet

and piano, some have only one violin and are what Mr. Lampe has called

orchestra-bands. These have, for instance, one violin, three saxophones,

two trumpets, flute, clarinet, oboe, horns, trombone, banjo and drums. The

opposite of this is found in one large hotel orchestra in New York with a full

complement of strings, a large organ and a piano, but neither wood nor brass.

This orchestra plays entire symphonies, and plays them well.

There is a tendency to call certain arrangements for small orchestra

"chamber music." It may be that. It all depends upon the arrangement.

Chamber music is not, however, merely an arrangement for a small number

of instruments, even for a chamber music combination. The distinction lies

in the fact that chamber music, properly speaking, is written for a group of

solo instruments, all of which have real parts to play. It is not merely melody

and accompaniment, but a concerted piece, generally contrapuntal. This will

be illustrated by a few examples, which will also serve to illustrate certain

points of balance. We will first take a passage from Schubert's quintet for

violin, viola, 'cello, bass and piano, op. 114, known as the Forellen Quintet.

Here we find the piano used as a solo instrument, playing the single

notes of the melody. This is, of course, all right in chamber music, but it

could never be effectively so used in arrangements for small orchestra.

The balance in this particular case is very far from being such as would

be acceptable in orchestra writing, and it perfectly illustrates the things that

the orchestra arranger should not do. The bass is far too low, there is far
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Forellen Quintet (Schubert)

Ex.27
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too great a distance between the bass and the next note above, which is played

by the viola, and the piano melody is far too thin, especially in view of the

fact that the notes are not sustained (cannot be on the piano), and in this

high register die out very quickly. (The low bass is traditional, frequently

found in old orchestrations, and the treatment of the instruments of the

entire passage traditional in chamber music. It is not for the purpose of

criticising it that it is here introduced, but merely to show the student what

he must not do in orchestra writing.)

Another passage which illustrates similar defects, from an orchestral

point of view, is to be found on page 9 of this same quintet. (See Ex. 28.)

Forellen Quintet, page 9 (Schubert)

Ex. 28
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Here the whole effect is too thin. There is not enough motion in the

strings, and they are too light for this sort of accompaniment. They would

sound better, of course, if they were many times doubled, as in an orchestra.

But even at that the effect is doubtful and is not to be recommended. The

difference between this sort of writing and something more nearly approach-

ing the orchestral effect may well be illustrated from the same composition.

Almost any passage will serve. For instance, the following from the Andante.

(See Ex. 29.)

Forellen Quintet, Andante (Schubert)

Ex.29

There is still only three part writing, but it balances better. There is

more motion. The sonority of the cello notes moving along with the viola is

attractive. And, of course, the added motion on the piano is pleasing, and

the trill brightens it up amazingly. Substitute some orchestra instrument for

the piano and the passage becomes a piece of real orchestration, with no need

to make a distinction between it and what we call chamber music. The two

are, in any case, closely associated, how closely associated is evident from a

comparison of this passage with any orchestra writing of the period.

It was formerly not customary in chamber music to undertake the

expression of impassioned sentiments more suited to the orchestra. That

accounts for the simplicity of much of the chamber music of the days before

Beethoven. Orchestra music was also lighter, but contained all of the elements

of modern writing. But chamber music, until within times quite recent, did

not seek to over-reach itself. As matters are today, there is often no distinc-

tion to be observed between the treatment of chamber music and the orchestra.

In the old days the style was always distinct except in simple passages like

that here given. Orchestral "tricks'' were never resorted to.
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The second of the variations in the same composition shows a nearer

approach to orchestral methods, where the viola plays what is clearly not a

"part" but a simple accompaniment, just the sort of accompaniment that it

has in many a composition both ancient and modern. (See Ex. 30.)

Forellen Quintet, 2nd Variation (Schubert)

Ex. 3D
Violin e SSST

The viola and pizzicato bass evidently make a complete accompaniment,

a firm support, for whatever is to be placed over them, and the imitation at

the octave of violin by cello may properly be called orchestration—color

variety.

Of course, in modern arrangements for small orchestra, including the

piano, the piano would not have the melody alone, in octaves, for the two

hands. If it had the melody at all, it would be played with one hand while

the other hand was busy with accompaniment, filling in. And that brings us

back to what was said in the first place; that the distinguishing quality of

chamber music is that it is written in parts, the distinguishing quality of

orchestra music is that whatever parts there are are supported by an accom-

paniment that is altogether subordinate and has no melodic significance.

It is in the treatment of this accompaniment that the real significance

of orchestration lies—a fact that is little recognized. But if the student

will stop to consider, to review mentally, some of the passages that have

impressed him especially by their orchestration, he will find that almost

invariably there is something notable about the accompaniment. And the

serious student will soon discover that the melody may be endlessly varied

in color, passed about from instrument to instrument at will, but that the

result will not therefore necessarily be a good orchestration.
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The accompaniment, both in shape, design, rhythm, balance and color,

is just as important as the melodic effect, and, in many cases, even more so.

And in many cases, too, it is difficult to say which is the leading melodic idea,

whether the melody or the accompaniment design came first to the composer,

or both at once as inseparable parts of the whole.

How lovely, for instance, and how distinctly modern, is this passage from

Bach's Passion, page 231, (See Ex. 31.)

St. Matthew's Passion (Bach)

Ex. 31
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This, in color, design, balance, harmony, might have been written yester-

day, even to-day. The moving clarinets, low down, on the dominant seventh

chord, the 'cello pizzicato, the chords on the strings, all taken together give

an impression of warmth, sonority and charm that is exquisite. And why is it

modern sounding? Because of the motion on the clarinets, the prominent

wood effect, which is one of the most marked features of modern tendencies

in orchestration. (See Appendix, Note 4.)

Yet this statement must be qualified. It is not the mere fact that wood

is used, but the way it is used, that gives the modern, and lovely, new color

to our music. It has to do, first, with prominence, then with sonority—it has

to do with the fact that the wood is not merely a solo voice, not merely a

step-child of the strings. Yet again this is to be qualified. For passages

for the wood alone (or with horns, which comes to the same thing) are far

from being attractive, unless handled with extreme care. Wagner's long

organ-imitations, intended to be religious, are pretty bad, and Lohengrin

saw the last of them. Tschaikowsky's Scherzo of the 4th symphony with its

wood and brass effects, its throwing back and forth of the music from choir

to choir, is clever, perhaps, and has been much talked of, but is raw and bald,
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and an amazing example of the inequality of judgment of this greatest of

modern symphonists. It is a thing no one is likely to copy. (See Appendix,

Note 5.)

This same 4th symphony has many passages (especially in the first move-

ment) that are instructive and illustrative of Tschaikowsky's original and

individual method of doing things. It is like the work of no other composer.

It has seemed to the writer that perhaps the best way to present a useful

outline of this method of construction would be to treat a single subject in

its various repetitions so as to discover how Tschaikowsky gives it in each

case its intended significance. This significance has, of course, much to do

with the context. Yet the orchestration also has much to do with it.

For this purpose the first bars of the principal subject of the first move-

ment (after the introduction) will be taken. (Ex. 32.)

Fourth Symphony (Tschaikowsky)

Ex.32
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Even from this very simple passage there is much to be learned. The

sustained quality is very marked, yet there are no sustained chords. The

harmony is merely suggested, and with it the rhythm—then the bar is left

bare of anything but the melody. But the melody is very sonorous, luscious,

and presents a constant flow of sound with no breaks or pauses. Furthermore,

the chords are full, from the melody note downward, except where it would

conflict with the melody in the lower octave. This is the principle of avoidance

(see The Perfect Modernist). It is a principle the use of which depends

entirely upon circumstances. No rule or even suggestion can be given for its

propriety, but the student can imagine for himself the effect of adding the

C in soprano and tenor of the chords in the first bar of this example, and

the A flat in the second bar.

The chords are here played entirely by the strings, except the one note

for the horn, as indicated on the example. It serves to complete the chords
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without dividing the strings, which always endangers balance, and it gives

a very slight touch of color to a passage that would otherwise be for strings

alone.

Our next example immediately follows this (page 7 of the score) and is

very characteristic of Tschaikowsky's habit of pitting choir against choir and

multiplying parts so as to get the requisite weight. It bears a suggestion of

chamber music, part writing, with each choir used as a soloist. (Ex. 33.)

Fourth Symphony, page 7 (Tschaikowsky)

Ex.33
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The melody is here played: the upper part by two flutes, the middle part

by two clarinets, the lower part by two bassoons. The parts for each pair of

instruments are written together on one line and marked "a 2," which means

that both play. The accompaniment is on the strings—all of the strings

—

and, as seen, the avoidance is again observed, even though, in the second

bar of the example, it causes an open fifth, an empty triad, a triad without

a third.

Here the rhythm is somewhat more developed. A little more weight is

in the accompaniment. It is the approach of a climax, which is reached ten

bars further on, where the entire orchestra, except trombones and tuba,

carries on to a splendid fortissimo. But there is no change in the orchestra-

tion until the climax is reached. The effect is produced by a mere crescendo.

And notice that the wood (in Ex. 33) is marked forte, while the strings are

marked mezzoforte. At the end of the crescendo the wood is marked fortis-

simo, the strings, trumpets, horns and tympani are marked only forte. The

same is true of the fortissimo passage next to be quoted, which appears a few

pages further on, page 15 of the miniature score. (See Ex. 34.)
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Fourth Symphony, page 15 (Tschaikowsky)

Ex. 34
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What amazes one most in such a passage as this is its extraordinary

genius and its extreme simplicity. The harmony is of the most ordinary nature

—an A minor triad—and so lightly expressed that one wonders that it is

sufficient. The molody is written for first and second violins and cello—the

counterpoint for two flutes and two oboes on the upper voice, two clarinets

and two bassoons on the lower voice—i. e., the entire wood wind concentrated

on this octave chromatic. Avoidance is observed in the harmony, leaving

in the second bar an open fifth as in the other two examples. Note, too, that

the tympani is not written "tr" for trill, but with tremolo sign (crossed tail).

This is much the best way.

How Tschaikowsky strengthens his rhythm by the slight change on the

second beat of these bars is worthy of consideration. Instead of the dotted

eighth and sixteenth, as in the other examples, we have here two eighths with

breadth strokes above, representing a slight leaning on the notes, almost an

accent. And the counterpoint is marked fortissimo, while the melody and

harmony are marked only forte—which means, more than anything else, that

the conductor is to see to it that the counterpoint is clearly heard. It is a

good plan to mark parts that are intended to be heard with the word "out-

standing," then there can be no mistake as to the composer's intention.
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Variety and Simplicity

That there is very frequently a difference of opinion as to the intentions

of composers is evident from the various "interpretations" even of standard

masterpieces. Perhaps carelessness also has something to do with the results

one hears at symphony concerts. Perhaps, too, the fact that the conductor,

being right over his orchestra, cannot tell how it will sound in the auditorium

may also be a factor. At all events, in the passage next quoted (Ex. 35, page

18 of the score), the counterpoint on the horns is evidently intended to be

heard, and hardly ever is. The effect, when it is heard, is tremendous, but

Tschaikowsky marked the horn parts only forte, and forte is not loud enough
in our big American orchestras. In similar passages the student is urged

to write the part fortissimo and to mark it "outstanding." Then it will not

be overlooked. (See Ex. 35.)

Fourth Symphony, page 18 (Tschaikowsky)

Ex. 35

F^lfc WS

This part is played by four horns in unison. The melody, in the strings,

is given to first and second violins and violas, while the cello and bass play

the bass part in octaves and the two bassoons have the same part. The other

woods have the counterpoint, flutes and oboes on the upper octave, clarinets
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on the lower octave. The harmony is the dominant seventh chord of D, but

otherwise the passage is merely an inversion of the bars shown in Ex. 34

—at least the first bar—with the horns instead of the wood playing the

descending chromatic.

That this is an orchestral development of the chamber music idea is clear

enough. It is part writing, really solo part writing, but with the solo parts

doubled up. With the omission of some of the octaves it might very well be

played by a quartet of strings, wood and horn—say, violin, cello, clarinet and

horn. In this way it differs materially from the usual orchestral methods.

But then Tschaikowsky had ideas of such force and beauty, or say, rather,

definiteness—and he had such a wonderful command of consonant counter

point, a counterpoint of avoidances—that he could do things other writers

would be incapable .of.

Fourth Symphony, page 22 (Tschaikowsky)

Ex. 36
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One thing to be particularly noted in all this is that his harmony is never

altered to make way for contrapuntal development. The counterpoint is made

strictly subservient to the harmony, and is of the first order, that is to say, it

fills in the harmonic notes. It does not pass through the harmony, but is,

itself, the harmony. (See The Perfect Modernist.)

A few pages further on (page 22 of the score) we come to a fortissimo

development of the passage shown in Ex. 33. There is no counterpoint, the

melody is strongly reinforced, and the brass is used. (Ex. 36.)

The parts, which are difficult to indicate on this reduced score, are as fol-

lows : Wood, upper octave, flute, flute, oboe ; middle octave, oboe, clarinet ; lower

octave, second clarinet; bass, two bassoons. Horns: First horn, third horn,

second horn, fourth horn. Brass: Trumpet, trumpet, trombone, trombone,

trombone, tuba. Strings: Upper octave, first violins; middle octave, second

violins; lower octave, violas and cellos; bass, the basses. The tympani,

omitted in the example, play the same rhythm as the accompaniment, on F.

The strings play in sixteenth notes (not tremolo, but just two notes to the

eighth). All instruments are marked fortissimo.

The melody notes, except the rhythm on the second beat of the bar, are

exactly the same as in Ex. 33. The harmony notes are also exactly the same

except for the high F on the trumpet. It looks very simple but is, in fact,

a tremendously impressive fortissimo, a climax terminating the first section

of the exposition.

It may be well to remark at this point that mere noise never produces these

enviable results. One of the important and essential features of orchestra-

tion is that it must be exactly adapted to the basic musical thought to which

it is set. To make a great clash of noise with brass and cymbals and all

the rest of the clatter will not necessarily be impressive, and may not impress

one as a climax at all, unless the musical thought is really strong and forceful,

unless it has been reached by a logical ascent.

This is well enough illustrated by the examples here given. The same

phrase is seen in a variety of lights, just as, in speaking, the same words

may be given any number of shades of meaning and emotional intensity or

variety.

In the five passages here quoted Tschaikowsky, with truly astonishing

facility and sureness of touch, gives us five different readings of the same

phrase, each perfectly simple, and each a little more intense than the one
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before. This is particularly noticeable by a comparison of Examples 34 and 35.

The chromatic passage on the horns is much more vividly emotional than the

similar passage on the wood. This is perhaps partially due to the harmony,

but it is chiefly due to the orchestration.

On page 58 of the score, after a short presentation of a motive of a very

different character, there begins, very softly, a return to the first, a mere

suggestion used as an interlude between developments of this other motive.

It is given first to the wood alone (see Ex. 37), then to the strings (Ex. 38).

Fourth Symphony, page 58 (Tschaikowsky)

Ex.37
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The totally different character of this, seeming to demand the very delicate,

detached, effect, and the double pedal bass on the tympani below, shows, again,

what may be done by simple means. The tempo is much slower, and there is

an impression of leisurely, almost sleepy, contentment, that is very curious,

and is due, probably, at least in part, to the soft sweetness of the wood.

This is written in two sets of triads, the melody being the upper note of

Fourth Symphony, page 60 (Tschaikowsky)
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each. Beginning at the top, we have flute (melody), flute, oboe; clarinet

(melody), clarinet, bassoon. All of these instruments are written in registers

that are not harsh—registers that are not particularly characteristic, but

where the instruments lose to some extent the strong pungency of the lower

notes and the hardness of those above. It is thoroughly well balanced—one

pair of flutes, one pair of single reeds, one pair of double reeds.

Now the inversion of it, two pages further on, gives us also a complete

rearrangement. (Ex. 38.)

Here the melody is played by the first and second violins and cellos in

three octaves the bass is played by the tympani and bass violins, pizzicato,

and the harmony is sustained by two oboes and two horns. It is a little faster

and a little louder, the beginning of a stringendo. The sonority is very greatly

increased by the low notes of the cellos, which go a fifth below the sustained

harmony. (The open fifth at the end of the bar is only apparent—the begin-

ning of another motive on the last beat of the bar is here omitted.)

In another place (page 90 of the score) this passage is repeated, first with

two clarinets, two horns and two bassoons, then with the strings as before,

and four horns instead of oboes and horns. These variations are of small

importance, and enough has already been said to give the student an insight

into Tschaikowsky's methods of instrumentation. Although they differ in

many things from orthodox methods, their clarity and simplicity provide a

working basis of comparison with developments in other directions.

With all the complexity of other scores, no writer gets more exactly

what he wants (or what we want) than Tschaikowsky, and there is no doubt

that when the present mad rage for the incomprehensible wears out, a good

many writers will "discover" Tschaikowsky, and his work will probably have

a great deal more influence in the future than it has just now. This much we

can all learn from him, that it is a good thing not to say more than one has

to say, that, with just so much melody, just so much counterpoint, just so

much harmony, the score is complete, and overloading can only have the effect

of weakening one or the other of these essential features.

The climax of this movement we have been examining (page 77 of the

score), consists of nothing whatever but the melody and the harmony and a

sort of obligato on the trombones. (Ex. 39.)

Tschaikowsky is not nearly as popular in Europe as he is in America.

In America he is the most popular of all symphony composers, the reason for
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Fourth Symphony, page 77 (Tschaikowsky)

Ex. 39
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which may well be that our American natures are little given to intrigue and

have little love for complexities. If anything appeals to us as a race it is

plain dealing and vigor.

The writer would not care to take it upon himself to suggest how com-

posers should compose, but might go so far as to urge upon his readers a

careful consideration of the significance of Tschaikowsky. In view of the

evident delight Americans take in the simplicity and directness of Tschaikow-

sky's musical speech, is it not passing strange to find American composers

(writing, presumably, for Americans—for who else?) adopting the style of

a whole group of moderns whose wrinkled and wizened indigence clothes itself

in the paltry rags of contrapuntal buffoonery and harmonic monstrosity?

Tschaikowsky, who has, absurdly enough, been called pathological, was

supremely healthy. He has something to say, and he says it in plain, simple

language, like Wagner, like Beethoven, like any of the really great. He is

not "afraid" (as many a composer appears to be, as many a student certainly

is) to accompany a plain melody with plain harmony. And that, if there ever
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comes to be an Americanism built up upon old American ideals, is what

American music will be like. Not idiomatically or rhythmically like Tschai-

kowsky. No. But as direct, straight-forward, honest and unashamed.

There is no better example of Tschaikowsky's directness than in the

passage above given, this great climax. In it there are two parts, solidly, but

not excessively, harmonized. The melody is given to first and second violins,

two flutes and two clarinets—the counterpoint is played by three trombones

which rise, in the fourth bar, to a descending chromatic passage similar, but in

slower tempo, to the chromatics in Exs. 35 and 34. And, it may be added, as

the horn passage in Ex. 35 is rarely sufficiently brought out by conductors,

so this trombone passage is similarly neglected. It is not at all improbable

that Tschaikowsky calculated his balance for the smaller body of strings cus-

tomary in Russian orchestras forty years ago. It is, at all events, quite certain

that he expected conductors to take the trouble to carry out his intentions.

The listener ought not to be required to strain his ears to get the inner parts,

or to study scores or text books to know where to look for them. In passages

like this the melody will take care of itself; it is above all and over all, and it

is of such a vigorous melodic nature, such a good tune, that it would force

itself upon the consciousness were it half as strongly orchestrated. In fact,

it is really this that covers up the inner part, really this fact of the attention

being so powerfully drawn to the progress and intense appeal of the develop-

ment of this melody.

All of which is said, not in criticism of the conductors, for that is not

(at present) the business of the writer, but to impress upon the mind of the

student the great necessity of marking the parts of his score in such a way

that the attention of the conductor will be brought upon their most prominent

features. Such passages as this trombone counterpoint should be marked

"outstanding." They are sometimes marked "marcato" or "sentito," but

"outstanding" is better for American writers and players, because our con-

ductors and orchestra players in America are all familiar with English, but

not all familiar with Italian.

Having this symphony in hand, it may be well to consider a few more

passages from it as illustrative of the problems that will confront the student

in the making of almost every score. First of these is the joining of parts

where a passage reaches the outer limit of one instrument and must be taken

up by another. There is such a passage in the introduction of the first move-

ment of this symphony. (See Ex. 40.)
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Fourth Symphony, Introduction (Tschaikowsky)

Ex.40
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The passage begins with horns and bassoons in octaves, but in the second

bar the bassoon cannot easily reach the top C and is dropped an octave—the

horns might, indeed, go down into the lower octave, but the tone is not good

and soon loses its force, so first the third horn is raised an octave, then the

fourth horn, and the trombones enter, and finally the tuba, to carry out the

effect as nearly as possible. A perfectly smooth effect it is not, and never can

be. It is only in very rare cases that a joint of instruments can be made

without being noticeable. At the same time the composer should never sacrifice

his idea to his orchestral limitations, which must be made the best of.

Tschaikowsky did some things that are puzzling to the student, and par-

ticularly puzzling to such ardent admirers of his music as is the writer. Such

a thing is found on page 246 of this score (4th symphony), where sweeping

runs lead into a return of the principal motive. (See Ex. 41.)

This is one of the commonest of devices for introducing a fortissimo, and

has generally been found effective. But the antiphonal flashes of wood and

strings as here used so weaken the whole thing that the effect is lost. This

method seems greatly to have appealed to Tschaikowsky, but nothing can

be said in support of it. It is childish, and what would be a fine swift flight

of brilliant fancy becomes the foolish trick of a boy. Instead of sweeping up

to a magnificent climax it is halting, lame and ineffective.

Sweeping runs and tremolo passages have always been the essential basis

of "agitato" dramatic music. A mere allegro, no matter how fast or agitated
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Fourth Symphony, page 246 (Tschaikowsky)

Ex.41
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it may be, need not necessarily have the same effect. Wagner used the sweep

in the storm music at the beginning of the Die Walkure, and Schubert has

a similar passage in his Erl King (in fact, the two passages are almost exactly

alike). But it was used long before that by Bach in his Passion, and has

become by this time common property, a part of the standard vocabulary of

musical expression. The Bach passage accompanies the words, "And then,

behold! the veil of the temple was rent." (Ex. 42.)

St. Matthew's Passion (Bach)
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Here the chords are played by clarinets and bassoons, so that it is evident

the impression is not gained by power of tone. It is true that the organ is

also called for. But the organ never adds force to an orchestra. It would

be more likely to diminish an agitato effect than to increase it.

The runs or sweeps are played by the cellos and basses in octaves. Not

that the basses can play these rapid passages with any clarity, but, as Wagner

said when Wilhelmj complained that a passage was impossible: the effect
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intended was that of a good player trying to play it. But Wagner himself

disposed of the matter more effectively in The Mastersingers by giving the

basses the notes of the open chord instead of the run, i. e., the first, third, fifth

and last notes, or the first, fourth, sixth and last, or some other simple combina-

tion depending upon harmony, rhythm and speed. The actual notes are not

heard, and the listener will never know that all of the instruments are not

playing the sweep in unison.

This procedure was already suggested by Bach in another passage in the

Passion, though how much of the orchestration is pure Bach and how much

the work of his various editors it is hard to tell. At all events, here is the

passage. (Ex. 43.)

St. Matthew's Passion (Bach)
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Where the bass reaches its lowest open string it turns back, taking, instead

of E, D, C of the descending scale with the cello, E, G, C of the chord. The

irregularity is not heard, and the impression is that of an unbroken scale.
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This entire passage is worthy of careful study: the staccato notes on the

wood, the sustained pianissimo trombones, the tremolo strings—it is almost

modern (only the modern would have a seething inner counterpoint in the

strings, the brass muted, English horn, double bassoon and bass clarinet to

make it more reedy, and a harp and celesta stuck in somewhere about, with

perhaps a glissando on the piano and a wheezing tremolo on the suspended

cymbal).

One feature of the orchestra music of early classic composers which has

entirely disappeared is the open or high writing of the upper voices, and the

space between the harmony and the bass. This has already been mentioned with

regard to the Schubert quintet (Ex. 27) but in many cases it is more apparent

than real and, judging by the sound, very deceptive. The chords, for instance,

in this example (Ex. 43) seem to be complete, the octave of the bass being

played by the trombone, but the effect is not as full as one would expect to

find it in a more modern score. Perhaps this results from the manner of

writing in the strings, either because the bass is too low (or too loud) or that

the tenor is too high. The following example will better illustrate the defect.

(See Ex. 44.)

St. Matthew's Passion (Bach)

Ex. 44
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On the last beat in the first bar there is an octave in the bass, and another

octave above that to the lowest note of the chord, and this open space from

F to F is just at that part of the scale that is most necessary to sonority. On

the first beat of the next bar there is an octave in the bass, then a fifth, then

another octave—and this octave in the next beat becomes a ninth, and in the

next beat a tenth.
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This method of part writing has been abandoned by common consent and

it is well to avoid it. Raff, on the other hand, went to the other extreme (see

his Lenore symphony), giving motion to the basses far down in the scale and

producing a sonority that soon becomes tiresome and makes his work too heavy,

too sweet. On the other hand, thirds at the lower end of the scale, which

sound disagreeably thick on the piano, may be written for horns and bassoons

with excellent effect, just as they can in a chorus of male voices, because these

notes have overtones that give an impression almost as if they were writ-

ten an octave higher. This is the case with any solo male voice, which may

be written below the accompaniment. And there is a passage in Parsifal where

the soprano and tenor move in consecutive parallel fourths which sound like

consecutive parallel fifths (in most cases) because of the powerful overtones of

the tenor voice. It is safe to say that the harmony should begin at least as low

down as F, the fourth line of the bass clef, except, of course, where a special

effect is intended. (See Appendix, Note 6.)

Returning again to Bach, we find an impressive string effect at No. 60 (of

the Passion), and wonder, at the same time, why the composer did not set the

parts lower, or perhaps transpose the alto and the tenor. (See Ex. 45.)

St. Matthew's Passion (Bach)

Ex.45
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A modern writer might even set the whole passage down an octave, and

in that form, or something like it, we recognize a common piano accompani-

ment. If the student will give himself the trouble to try these chords on the

piano he will see how they might be filled in, yet it would be a mistake to sup-

pose that, in the orchestra, the upper voice would be better lowered. It would

not. And this is one of the points wherein the orchestra differs so materially

from the piano that the piano is not a good guide. The violins on those upper

notes are strong, bright and sonorous. The violin is at its best just where the

piano, as an accompanying instrument, begins to be thin. And this motion,

which, on the piano, sounds jerky—one wants to play it in notes of equal length,

or triplets, sustained with the pedal—is highly effective in the orchestra. At

the same time it must not be supposed that the writer is proposing to make a

rule. There are no rules in art, and the talented composer will do all sorts of

things that are not commonplace with splendid effect.

Counterpoint

Although not strictly in place, it is difficult to avoid saying something as

to the nature of counterpoint as used in orchestral arrangements. The gen-

eral rules are, of course, exactly as they are in all music, that is to say, within

certain limits all melodies that will go with the same harmony will go together.

But it must be remembered that in the orchestra the harmony may be clearly

indicated and sustained so that it cannot be misunderstood, and, furthermore,

the melodies and counter-melodies and counterpoints in the orchestra are all

clearly separate to the listener. Consequently some things may be done on the

orchestra that would be quite impossible or ineffective on the piano and will

not suggest themselves to the composer unless he teaches himself to think in

melodies or in parts. We will take for our first example two passages from

Fourth Symphony, pages 23, 155 (Tschaikowsky)

Ex.46
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Tschaikowsky's fourth symphony, pages 23 and 155 of the score. (Ex. 46 and

47.)

In Ex. 46 we have B natural in one counterpoint and B flat in the other,

both moving upwards and both passing to C. There is nothing surprising about

it and it would be hardly worth mentioning were it not for the fact that most

students are taught counterpoint by old systems that talk about "hidden octaves"

and are hardly likely to encourage such clashes as this. Also, many a student

is puzzled about just such things, harmonies that are altered and scales which

refuse to submit to the alterations. The rule is simple and resolves itself into

a statement of the fact that a clash is better than unnatural voice writing, espe-

cially in rapid passages.

In Ex. 47 we have quite another form of rule-breaking which looks like

fifteenth century music, only in fifteenth century music the parts would be

carefully crossed so as to avoid "the appearance of evil," while Tschaikowsky

frankly writes consecutive fifths and octaves.

Wagner had an amazing sense of freedom in the writing of parts, and

used two very distinct methods according to circumstances, the one wherein he

paid no attention whatever to clashes, the other where he, like Tschaikowsky,

left out notes that would interfere with the movement of some inner part. (See

Ex. 48.) Parsifal, page 91 of score.

Parsifal, page 91 (Wagner)

Ex. 48

Wood

Horns

Strings
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Here we have in the second bar an excellent example of this and an inter-

esting series of harmonies produced by the use of a slow chromatic in the

dominant. In the same bar we have a run in the wood with a B flat in the

first beat, suggesting a minor ninth, followed by a B natural in the strings,

which becomes B flat, and with B natural simultaneously in the wood—cross

relations or false relations with a vengeance, yet perfectly natural, and a thing

that any composer may do with confidence.

In the first bar of the same example notice how the E in the upper voice

in the strings seems to spoil the same E in the lower voice. It does not, of

course, but the reason it does not is not because that sort of writing is always

advisable, but because of the splendid vigor of both melodies.

Curious, too, is the string bass at the beginning of the second bar on E,

where, apparently, the real base of the chord is A, and how the E simply fades

out, vanishes into thin air without resolution or explanation. This is certainly

not orthodox, certainly not the sort of thing one is taught in school. As to

the why and wherefore of it, that is entirely beyond the power of the writer

to state with any certainty, and guesses and speculations are not of much use.

It is of use, however, to show the student what may be done, though it may

need a judgment and a genius like Wagner's to do it properly. (There is a

similar effect at the beginning of the Liebestod in Tristan. See Appendix,

Note 7.)

No less remarkable, for that matter, is the final beat in this same bar

where everything seems to peter out except the three melodic lines, which are

not arranged as one would expect them to be arranged in the interest of full-

ness and sonority. It is just another illustration of the importance of melody

—

and melody does not mean merely a succession of notes but what the world

recognizes as a tune or a piece of a tune—something tuneful, something that

has a character of its own. That is the wThole difference between "made" music

and inspired music. And if the tunes are sufficiently inspired and have suffi-

cient character they admit of a freedom of treatment that is impossible in a

harmony or counterpoint exercise unless the student writes his own tune

("cantus"). And that is the objection to exercises in the ordinary sense of

the word—an objection that is very real.

Having the Parsifal score in hand we may look at another passage, page

130 of score (quoted in the Perfect Modernist, page 27), which offers another

striking illustration of contrapuntal freedom. (See Ex. 49.)
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Parsifal, page 130 (Wagner)

Ex. 49
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The harmony is perfectly simple and almost fully expressed in the sus-

tained notes, being a simple passage of seventh chord types (altered dominants)

above a tonic pedal-bass. But the counterpoint moves with rather astonishing

freedom, seeming in the second bar to express and to belong to a different

harmony from that with which it is used. Here we have a clear enough dimin-

ished seventh chord with G sharp, but that does not deter Wagner from writing

F, G natural, G sharp, A, suggestive of a dominant ninth in the key of C (G,

B, D, F, A).

On the last beat of this bar we have an anticipation in the melody (C

sharp) of the counterpoint, which takes the same note. (Compare Ex. 48,

first bar, strings.) And in the first bar we have exactly the same sort of hidden

octaves (D sharp-E, D natural-E) as in the Tschaikowsky example, 46, and C

sharp is taken on the same beat. ... As already stated, a certain stress

is laid on these points because they are just the sort of things which the stu-

dent is likely to avoid, with the result that his work does not flow, becomes

jerky, and requires, too, far more effort in the making than is necessary.
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V, is important for the student to understand the essential difference

between choral-writing (hymn-tune harmony) such as is always taught in

harmony books, and the sort of harmony which the writer has called basic for

want of a better word. The real difference is that in choral-writing there is

no distinct sense of separation between melody and accompaniment, while in

harmony of the other and far more common sort there is a distinct melody

(tune) and a distinct accompaniment. It is almost a fixed rule that basic har-

monies (accompanying harmonies) change at the bar-lines. That is the chief

reason for the existence of bar-lines, and the chief cause of rhythm. And this

feature is so pronounced and so fully recognized by the musically-speaking

unconscious public that all sorts of variations and harmonic alterations may

be used within the bar without disturbing the harmony. The same is true

of counterpoint. But it must be clearly understood that one cannot combine

the choral-style and this other style of harmony and counterpoint. The intro-

duction of chords on each eighth note of the above examples, for instance, as

in choral-writing, avoiding the sustained notes and the consequent dissonances,

would destroy the entire effect, and the cross relations and false relations

would then sound incorrect, just as the harmony books say they will.

Sustained Chords

We have seen that sometimes the harmony is sustained without consid-

eration of the possible clashes with melodic notes, sometimes carefully avoiding

such clashes, sometimes scarcely sustained at all. How, and what notes should

be sustained, and when, are questions of importance. One or two examples

have already been given. Another, which is interesting for its rare simplicity,

is found in Parsifal, page 169. (See Ex. 50.)

The effect is gorgeous, but not because of the construction. The construc-

tion is perfectly ordinary and, if occasionally effective, as any big, full, loud

chord must be, would soon become monotonous with frequent use. The effect

here is gorgeous simply because of the magnificent sweep of the characteristic

string passage—its rhythm, its vigor, its chromatics, its tremendous tragic pas-

sion. No writer ever did it before Wagner, and no w7riter has succeeded in

doing it since. It is too simple.

But, simple as it is, there are one or two things worth noticing in it. First,

the melody is not reinforced! This, in itself, is remarkable, as will be dis-

covered by comparison with the scores of other writers. Second, the chords
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Parsifal, page 169 (Wagner)

Ex.50
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are full up to the middle octave, but no higher. There is no screaming top to

this fortissimo, another thing that is altogether rare. Third, the strings, ex-

cept the melody, stop after the first note. Fourth, there is a sustained low D
on the brass, this, with the tympani, being the only low bass, although not every

tuba player has lung capacity sufficient to sustain such a note fortissimo. Fifth,

there is no low bass in the wood; although the bassoon, double bassoon or bass

clarinet might take it they do not. From which it may be assumed that the

heavy low bass would be felt to throw the chord out of balance. In other words,

the chord is concentrated in the middle register, two octaves from D to D, with

a doubtful fortissimo on the tuba, and a tympani note, which is always inde-

terminate and rather expresses noise than depth. (Compare what was said
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above with regard to Ex. 44.) This concentration on a central harmony was

a common practice with Wagner, and he often, as will be shown later, cut out

the bass altogether.

Another and very different form of sustained harmony of enchanting

beauty is found on page 128 of the Parsifal score. (See Ex. 51.)

Parsifal, page 128 (Wagner)

Ex.51

A comparison of this with Ex. 48 and the several chromatic examples from

Tschaikowsky's fourth symphony will be found of interest. Some attention is

here paid to clashes in the middle voices, but the pedal D and A are sustained

throughout. The principle here used may safely be applied to all orchestra

writing, i.e., the principle of the use of a clearly defined basic harmony with

altered harmonies passing through it.
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The student must bear in mind that, were dissonances created by the vari-

ous moving parts, it would be clearly recognized as counterpoint, but, as in this

case, where the moving parts produce apparently a new harmony, a series of

chords, the mind often becomes confused, and forgets the basic harmony.

The basic harmony is here the triad of D major, and the fact that the C

natural at the end of the first bar apparently makes a dominant seventh—the

B at the beginning of the next bar apparently a triad of B minor—and other

Tannhauser (Wagner)
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clear harmonies at other points throughout the entire passage, must not be

permitted to deceive the writer into altering the basic harmony to suit such

passing chords in similar passages. In writing for the piano the basic harmony

is so poorly defined that the secondary harmonies often take on the appear-

ance of basic harmonies. In fact, if the basic harmony were struck again, as

it often must be, since the tone dies out, it would produce a disastrous clash

with the secondary harmonies. But in the orchestra, with its various colors

and weights of sound, it is often possible to sustain a complete basic harmony

in spite of the apparent dissonance on paper. This is well illustrated by pas-

sages of chords—sevenths or diminished sevenths or augmented triads or the

like. (See Ex. 52) Tannhauser.

Melody Arrangement

It would, evidently, be impossible to orchestrate this with any weight or

force, or with the use of brass to any great extent, if all the parts were required

to move. Even if the brass could play it, it would be far weaker than it is in

this form. The arrangement of the parts is as follows: piccolo, flute, flute,

clarinet, oboe, oboe, bassoon, bassoon. The horns are written in this score

between the clarinet parts and the bassoon parts, but are generally (and best)

placed between the wood and the brass. The string chromatics are played by

first and second violins and violas. The bass, after the first beat, is left to

the tuba, evidently with the object of avoiding overbalance so as not to lessen

or interfere with the sweep of the chromatics.

This is a matter which must never be overlooked, even when, apparently,

there is no melody. We have chosen Tschaikowsky scores to start because he

so clearly demonstrates this necessary feature of weight upon essentials. It

is a point that is generally overlooked, in fact the most common error in or-

chestral arrangement, not by any means confined to second rate or immature

writers.

It is surprising how much may be left to the imagination if only the melo-

dies and the countermelodies are given plenty of weight. And this, it may be

added, would appear to be a basic principle, for it is one of the things that has

carried through all musical arrangement from the earliest times, both in popu-

lar and serious music.

In quiet music, especially in soft passages, one must have in mind the

color, force, and power of penetration of the various instruments which one
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proposes to use, and one must decide with very great care and infinite caution

how much the clarity and characteristic color of their individual tone is to

be destroyed by mixing.

Let us examine, for instance, a passage from Goldmark's Sakuntala over-

ture where the cello tone is manifestly sought. (Ex. 53.)

Sakuntala (Goldmark)

Ex.53
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Here the cellos are divided into five, and are printed in the score as here

shown, the division among stands being left to the conductor. And the parts

are all doubled on other instruments, except the very part that one would expect

to find doubled—the upper part. Speaking of the first three or four bars, the

upper part is played by one or two cellos or more according to the discretion

of the conductor—the next part, B flat, is played by a division of the cellos

and one clarinet—the next part, F, is played by a division of the cellos, one
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clarinet and half of the violas—the next part, D, is played by a division of the

cellos, one bassoon and a half of the violas—the bass is played by a division

of the cellos, one bassoon and a pizzicato on the basses. It looks like a case

of "playing safe"—and no one who has heard a small orchestra struggle with

the opening of the William Tell overture will be inclined to blame Goldmark

for his caution, if, indeed, he had any such thing in mind. (See Appendix,

Note 8.)

It is very possible that he did not, for the arrangement as here written

gives the cello effect, that luscious sonority that is found nowhere else in the

orchestra, and, at the same time, a certain solidity that the cellos alone, and

even the cellos and wood, would not offer.

The final bars of this example have been included as an illustration of an

effect that cannot be made or played on the piano—the passing of the counter-

melody on the horn through the melody and its parallel support on the strings.

The clarinet is added not in order to reinforce or add to the weight of the

upper cello voice but to give a certain color to it, and, particularly, to add to

the clarity of the passing ascending and descending scales. It is especially

to be noted that a single solo horn is sufficiently strong to penetrate the strings

and wood. (Compare what is said of the four horns in the Tschaikowsky ex-

ample. Ex. 35.) Those are effects of balance that can only be secured through

long experience.

The best experience is to hear one's own scores, as every man learns best

by his own mistakes. The next best experience is to hear the scores of others,

or even the study of other scores, if there is enough of it and if it is done in

the right way. And the only right way is—as has already been pointed out

—

reduction of the score to its simplest form so that the mind and eye may fully

grasp not only what instruments play but what they play, what part they take in

the whole fabric, and, as far as possible, the working of the composer's mind.

Now from this same lovely Sakuntala overture we will take another pas-

sage in two diverse yet similar arrangements, pages 14 and 16 of the score.

(Ex. 54.)

Here we have a very beautiful and, at the same time, a very orthodox, and

therefore very valuable piece of orchestration. There is nothing in any way

remarkable about it except its beauty, and beauty is always remarkable, and,

unfortunately, not the result of technic, though lack of beauty is often the result

of lack of technic. (The notation of the composer has been carefully copied,
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Sakuntala, page 14 (Goldmark)

Ex.54
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and its lack of uniformity, sharps and flats all jumbled up together, should be

observed. The individual player in the orchestra does not see the score. He
only sees his own part. And composers do well, as Goldmark has here done,

to consider the player's convenience.)

This example has all of the ordinary elements of this sort of score writing

:

pizzicato on the bass, motion on the middle strings, harp chords, sustained horns

and wood. A special color is given it by the stopped horns, the sustained low

cellos and bassoon, and the melody on the reeds.

A word about this. The oboe in this register is not particularly reedy,

but its gentle sweetness is overborne by the strong reedy quality of the English

horn. The melody and the harp are marked piano, the other parts all pianissimo.

The violins are slurred for the first two bars. The slurs are then discontinued

but are to be played in the same manner until a change of movement. This

is not a wise practice. It is always better to write out in full exactly what is

wanted.
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Compare the upper violin voice with the melody. The final notes of the

first bar are D sharp, F sharp in the violins—E, F sharp in the melody. The

last beat of the next bar there is E, C sharp in the violins against D sharp, C

sharp in the melody. In the first beat of the next bar the A sharp is taken by

the violins immediately before it is taken by the melody.

This is similar to passages already commented upon. The student must

familiarize himself with them until they cease to produce any sense of shock,

until he has thoroughly unlearned the unfortunate things he may have learned

(to respect, or fear, or avoid) in the course of his study of harmony and

counterpoint—if he ever can unlearn those things. Which may be doubted.

For there are many composers today who deal in fifths, hidden octaves, false

relations and the like, solely because they were once forbidden. It was Casella,

was it not, who called that the "school of protest?"

Octaves and Brass Effects

The trouble with old methods (which even the classic writers did not pay

much attention to when it suited them to do otherwise) was that: First, they

did not always clearly differentiate between harmony and melody ; Second, they

did not always allow for differences of weight, which means not only loudness

but also the extent to which the attention of the listener would be directed to

one or other parts of the musical fabric.

Those things were brought down as traditions from the days of polyphonic

writing, and although the open-chord accompaniment became a perfect mania

in the sonata and sonatina days of Haydn and his contemporaries, and although

the veriest tyro makes no difficulty about song accompaniments, yet many a

student will become confused when confronted with the same conditions in or-

chestra writing. It is strange enough.

Still more strange is the fact that these same students will work intelli-

gently and without either hesitation or doubt over the orchestration of a popu-

lar piece of music, and will do all sorts of impossible things, with exactly the

same conditions, in serious music.

All of which leads up to the statement, which is very necessary and very

essential, that the average student takes the composition and orchestration of

symphonic music much too seriously. The first duty of the teacher should be

to impress upon the student the basic simplicity of the best and most success-

ful compositions. They consist, invariably, of one melody, one harmony, one

or two counter-melodies, or contrapuntal lines.
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And it is almost invariably true that the less the talent the more the

complication, until we reach the point where there is no well defined melody,

when we know that the composer has nothing to say.

This does not mean tune, but motive, a musical invention or idea of some

sort, if only rhythm. Goldmark, in this Sakuntala overture, writes a little

tune, several little tunes, but uses really only the general shape and rhythm of

them in the development. Thus we see the same thought a? shown in Ex. 54

carried on in the bar which shall be our next illustration. (Ex. 55.)

Sakuntala, page 16 (Goldmark)

Ex. 55
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Here the horns, in Ex. 54 marked "gestopft," i. e., stopped or closed, are

marked "offen," open. Here the clarinet and the violins have the melody,

doubled by the first horn in the lower octave. The violas and second violins are

similar in the two examples. The cellos the same. The basses sustained in-

stead of pizzicato. And the harp has a different figure.

But there is one distinct difference, a difference which, strangely enough,

has the effect of changing the entire complexion of the passage—there is in

Ex. 55 sustained harmony between the two octaves of the melody, played by

the second oboe and the second clarinet.

Octaves are curious things and by no means without their pitfalls. Single

octaves, double octaves, open double octaves, triple octaves, octaves filled in

with harmony, octaves weak above and strong below or vice versa, octaves of

mixed colors, all have their own particular effect, and cannot be used at ran-

dom.

How to know what the effect will be ?

Well, it is a matter of listening, listening with the ear and with the mind,

and knowing the scores. All that the writer can do is to call attention to these

various possible differences. The sound of them cannot be described.

In this connection it may be well to speak of another passage in this same
overture, the brass passage, page 9 of the score. (Ex. 56.)

Sakuntala, page 9 (Goldmark)

Ex.56
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Here the trumpets are marked "a due," which means that both instruments

play in unison. The expression is commonly "a 2." This passage looks com-
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plicated but is actually only a series of thirds after the first bar. Notice the

third bar: the melody is played by two trumpets, the next note by two horns,

the next by one horn and one trombone, the lowest also by one horn and one

trombone.

It will naturally be asked: Why are the chords not full? The answer is

(probably—one can never read the composer's mind with any certainty) that

the changing harmony interferes. On the first beat of this bar the chord is an

altered dominant, D-F-A-C; on the second beat it is another altered form of

the same dominant (dominant of A minor), D-F-A-B. Students are referred

to the Perfect Modernist for an explanation of this. Old harmonic methods

treat these chords as two separate secondary sevenths.

Another probable reason why this passage is treated the way it is is simply

because it is a passage of thirds. In other words, if the bass and melody were

not in thirds it is possible that the C would be retained in the harmony. Wag-

ner does exactly the same thing with one of the motives in the Nibelungen

Ring. It is a descending passage of thirds forming a chord, and where the

point is reached where a second would inevitably result from the downward

Fourth Symphony, page 50 (Tschaikowsky)
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motion, Wagner lowers the bass so as to make a third of it although it seems

to upset the harmony. (See Appendix, Note 9.)

Brass passages of all sorts are common, from the massive, and rather ordi-

nary, but certainly effective, brass band effects in Liszt's symphonic poem,

Les Preludes, to a highly emotional and soul-stirring bit of simplicity such as

that shown in Ex. 57, which is taken from Tschaikowsky's fourth symphony,

page 50. (See Appendix, Note 10.)

Motion

Here the trumpets play one of the leading motives of the symphony in

strong octaves accompanied only by the kettle drum. Then they suddenly leave

off and the rhythm is taken up by the horns supported by clarinets and bas-

soons. The effect is a horn effect. Neither the clarinets nor the bassoons are

heard, though their absence would be felt if they were omitted. The passage is

particularly instructive because of its simplicity, the most common faults of

attempts at orchestration being thinness on the one hand and thickness on the

other, and this latter is particularly true of jazz.

This does not mean that there is lack of balance. There may be perfect

balance and the music yet be too thin or too thick. This passage in Ex. 57

for instance might be played by the whole orchestra, trombones, strings, wTood,

Tristan and Isolda, page 416 (Wagner)
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everything;. The balance might be perfect, but the effect would be lost.

Is it possible to teach the student when and where and why to do this or

that or the other thing? No ! All that one can do is to point out the good and

bad that others have done—a few basic principles. It is quite impossible to

lay down any rules for anything.

Here, for instance, is a passage from Tristan, page 416 of the score, which,

at first glance, appears to have somewhat the same character as the last Tschai-

kowsky example. A closer examination shows that they have a different feel-

ing, and the suitable treatment is altogether different.

The passage, treated in groups as it is, with the strongly doubled melody

in three octaves, looks like Tschaikowsky, in whose work, however, will

be found scarcely a single place with harmony so clearly sustained in the

wood. There are no flutes in these wood chords. Reading from the top down

the instruments are: oboe, clarinet, English horn, three bassoons. All reeds,

and all except the clarinets double-reeds. In the brass the trumpet has the

top note, the trombone the bottom note, and on the middle notes the horns and

trombones alternate. In the strings the violins have the top note, the violas

and cellos the middle note, the basses the lowest note.

Examples might be given without end and one hardly knows where to

stop. There is always danger in tabulation, danger of giving the impression

that the ground has been covered. The ground cannot be covered. No matter

how long a book might be there would still be hundreds of possible effects

that were not in it. It would seem, however, a good plan to give a few short

passages from Tannhauser to show Wagners early style, because this style is

so eminently applicable to all sorts of popular music and semi-popular music.

The first are taken from page 12 and page 19 of the orchestra score. (Exs. 59

and 60.)

Tannhauser, page 12 (Wagner)

Ex. 59
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Tannhauser, page 19 (Wagner)

Ex.60
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These passages are very much alike. It is to be noted that in both cases

the sustained harmony note is so placed that it will not interfere with the

melody, and in both cases the cellos have the chromatic counterpoint. In both

cases there are only three elements: one melody, one counterpoint, one sus-

tained harmony.

The student should bear that in mind. Nearly all successful music is built

along those lines. Jazz, which is a general mix-up of a dozen mostly meaning-

less improvised parts, is dying for that very reason. Modernism is not taking

the world by storm for the same reason. As soon as the melody is destroyed

by embellishment, harmonic or contrapuntal, the common-sense, music-loving

world turns its back on it. Wagner instinctively knew that, so did Beethoven

and Brahms and Tschaikowsky, and even in their most advanced stages never

allowed themselves to be enticed away from honesty, sincerity and simplicity.

It is well to notice how the counterpoint and the melody clash in the last

bar of Ex. 60. This is perfectly ordinary counterpoint and counterpoint such

as any arranger, if he has not absorbed too much learning, will write without

hesitation. But many students of harmony get into their heads notions of part

writing that will make a thing like this look wrong to them. The general rule

is, if the harmony and melody are correct, and the counterpoint flows naturally

and fits the basic harmony, clashes will not matter. But the counterpoint must

flow and must fit the basic harmony. An awkward sounding counterpoint is

far worse than none at all.
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Examples 61 and 62, also from Tannhauser, illustrate two forms of broken-

chord accompaniments. These are both very common, and there are dozens of

similar forms that the student may find for himself when he comes to need

them.

Tannhauser (Wagner)

Ex.61
Flute, Oboe,Cl.

Tannhauser (Wagner)

Ex.62

Cl.a2 0b.a2

Wood
and

Horns

Strings<
and Violas

J a

It is to be noted that these open or broken chords may be used at any time,

at any speed, in any register, either high or low, above, below or within the

harmony, and at any rhythm. Wagner, in the ride of the Walkiire, uses down-

ward sweeping broken chords with five, six or seven notes to the beat. Ordi-

narily in writing such things the composer has some feeling for the top and

bottom notes that is not easy to explain, just as it is not easy to explain why,

in ordinary waltz tempo, the top note of the accompanying chord is most fre-

quently the third of the tonic, the seventh of the dominant. The only way to

determine what is best is to hear it mentally. (See Appendix, Note 11.)
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The bass in Ex. 62 is interesting-- It should be gone over by the student

until its real harmonic and contrapuntal significance is fully understood. The

concentrated sonority on the central harmony is enormously emotional, and

robs the passage of thirds between melody and bass of its trite, hymn-like char-

acter, at the same time being a sort of modernized imitation of the old heroic

songs of the troubadours. On the other hand Ex. 61 shows us an equal, even

greater, emotional intensity, with sustained chords, simple broken triads on

the strings, and a melody made mostly of thirds and consisting of nothing but

a rhythmic use of the notes of the E major triad. This is one of the most excit-

ing and soul-stirring passages Wagner ever wrote—and look at its simplicity

!

Ex. 63 shows us the beginning of the famous Hymn of the Pilgrims as

it is arranged in the overture, the melody on the trombones, and a figure in

the violins.

Tannhauser (Wagner)

Ex.63

Wood
and

Horns

Trombones

Tuba

Vln.I.&n.

Violas

At the time it was written it was considered enormously original and enor-

mously daring. It was! There was certainly not another composer living at

the time who would have thought of using all three trombones for the melody,
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of placing no harmony in the brass, and of breaking a simple scale (for that

is what it is) into the peculiar triplet figure in the violins.

There is a prejudice, just now very active, against repeated chords in

orchestra music. There seems to be a spirit of "show off." Not write good,

honest music, but hunt out something, nobody else has thought of. The reason

has already been exposed: composers have nothing to say. Having no picture

worth showing they spend their time building a wonderful frame for it. It is

waste of time. It is impossible to deceive the public, and for real music the

simplest frame, or the simplest dress, is the best.

The student is recommended to listen to as much good music from the

middle years, and modern American popular music, as possible. Beethoven,

and the schools that came before Beethoven, will not help very greatly. But

the middle years: Wagner, Liszt, Brahms (though his orchestrations lack

color), Tschaikowsky, Debussy, Puccini and dozens of others more or less

good, will help enormously, especially as samples of this work will be found

on talking-machine records.

Compositions of times before Beethoven and even to some extent Bee-

thoven will give a wrong idea of balance. If the student studies them at all

he should do so with the idea of discovering, what is wrong with them. It must

be remembered that the early scores have largely been rewritten—have had

to be because some of them were scored for instruments not now found in our

orchestras, others were not written out but were left mere skeletons, a melody

and a figured bass. In order to give an idea of the change it may not be out

of place to state that Bach's orchestra consisted of only four or six violins, two

or four violas, two cellos and one bass, and a few wind instruments about which

there is some doubt.

Now, the development of the American popular orchestra is taking these

things into account, the problem being just the reverse. A sufficient body of

strings to make the loud noise needed being expensive, arrangers have simply

turned to other means. Clarinets and flutes and oboes being too soft, they

have turned to saxophones and trumpets. And the trumpets being too loud

and too colorless, they have muted them. The latest arrangements have three

saxophone parts and the melodies are almost always written in chords. For a

most excellent and beautiful example of this the student is recommended Crino-

line Days by Irving Berlin as played by Whiteman, Victor record No. 18983-B.

The principal chord-melody is splendidly sweet and appealing. The staccato
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brass in the second phrase is interesting. There is a similar passage in Caro-

lina in the Morning, about the middle of the piece, where the melody is omitted

altogether, the descending chromatic counterpoint, originally the bass, taking

its place. (Victor record No. 18962-A.)

One other thing remains to be said: there must be variety, whether in

popular or serious orchestration, and this variety must be blocked out in ad-

vance so that the finished work appears in sections. If the sections are too

short, and too much run in together, it will be too much variety, and the mind

of the listener will take in none of it. Much modern music, even that of

Richard Strauss, suffers from this excessive complication. One gets the im-

pression that "everything is going at once all the time," and that is a good

description of bad orchestration.

But in saying that the orchestration must be blocked out, and thought of

in sections, an immediate warning must be issued not to exaggerate this prin-

ciple. Nothing is so dry and colorless as orchestration in which the colors are

not mixed.

We see, then, that there is here an apparent contradiction. The fact is

that a sort of happy medium must be sought, and that the most highly im-

portant feature of all is the color of the canvas upon which the colors are to be

spread. For instance, if this background is made up of wood, brass and strings,

all in about equal proportions, a dash of color (melody or countermelody) from

any one of these choirs will not come upon the listener as a delightful surprise,

a strong and vivid contrast.

It is like painting red upon a red canvas, or weaving a new color upon a

crazy quilt of dazzling patches. Yet to make an orchestration all background

is as bad as to make it all color. Flashes of color upon color, of instrument

upon instrument, are delightful, and thrilling is the fabric that can be woven

out of these threads of sound by a skilled artist.

But the background must always be of such a nature that these threads of

sound, of instrumental color, will stand clearly forth. From the piccolo at the

top of the score to the bass violins at the bottom there are a hundred or more

separate threads of tone made by single instruments or by combinations in

unison of two or more instruments. Each of these instruments has two or

three or more colors in itself: its various registers from low to high, its various

possible modes of performance. And then each of these may be combined in

unison melody with one or more other instruments.
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This refers to melody only—the thread of tone. Combinations of harmony

color are equally numerous, but not so clear-cut, and easily become confused

if too many instruments are used together. In tutti passages when the whole

orchestra is playing the color will depend upon the comparative size of the

choirs as well as the construction of the score. In small choir combinations

the most characteristic tone will color the whole. That is, a quartet of two

horns and two bassoons will sound like four horns; oboes with other wood

instruments will lend their reedy tone to the whole.

In such cases, parts should always be interlocking—not oboe, oboe, clarinet,

clarinet, but oboe, clarinet, oboe, clarinet, or horn, bassoon, horn, bassoon.

The four horns should be written in a similar manner: I, III, II, IV.

Color Index

A tabulation of single orchestral colors, a sort of tonal thesaurus, will

now be undertaken. It must naturally be very brief, and the student must not

assume that it is entirely complete. As for combinations, they are almost

limitless, and the student may work them out for himself.

The difference in the skill of the players in great symphony orchestras

and in popular or school orchestras is so great that the various warnings here

given must all be taken cum grano salis. Arrangements must be made accord-

ing to the people who will be expected to play them as well as according to the

size and personnel of the orchestra.

Violin. Four strings tuned (from lowest to highest) G-D-A-E. In popu-

lar orchestras, one or two ; in symphony orchestras, twenty to forty. Generally

divided into first and second violins but may be further divided. If two players

at one stand are to play different notes mark part "divisi." Modes of playing:

1. Ordinary. 2. Pizzicato (pizz.) picked with finger. It may be picked on

one, two, three, or across all four strings. 3. Pizz. (snap) already described.

4. Chords (see below). 5. Tremolo, which ordinarily means rapid repetition

of notes with the bow, indicated by strokes across tail of notes and word

"tremolo." 5. Fingered tremolo, which is merely a trill on an interval greater

than an ordinary half or whole tone trill. It may be as much as a fifth or more

from an open string; or a fourth from a fingered note. 7. Harmonics. Natural

:

the octave, octave and a fifth, two octaves, two octaves and a third, two octaves

and a fifth above each open string. Indicated by an o above the notes. Arti-

ficial: played by open string and third finger, or first and fourth finger, both
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on same string. Write both notes, the upper of the two with a diamond-shaped

head. The sound is two octaves above the lower of the two notes. 8. With the

bow near the bridge. Marked "ponticello" or "on bridge." Generally used in

tremolo passages. Gives a whistling tone. 9. With the bow over the finger

board: "sul tasto." Gives a thin tone. 10. Played with the stick of the bow:

"col legno." This means to strike the strings with the stick. 11. Mute: "con

sordini," or "muted." Followed by "senza sordini" or "mutes off." Time must

be allowed to get mutes on and off. 12. Glissando, "gliss," a slide, only used

for comic effect. (The portamento is similar but need never be marked as

the players do it naturally.) 13. "On G string," "on D string," etc., which

means that notes that would naturally be taken on higher strings are taken

on the lower strings in the upper positions. 14. Staccato, indicated by dots

over notes. In slow tempo this will result in a long-bowed staccato called "de-

tache." 15. A harder staccato, "martele," which may be done either at the

point or the "nut" of the bow. Indicate by heavy pointed dashes above notes

instead of dots and the word "martele." 16. "Saltando," marked also with

slurred staccato, a springing bow, used generally in short groups of repeated

notes. 17. Down bows and up bows may be marked, the down bow with a

sign like the following : ^ over the note, the up bow with a V over the note.

But unless the arranger is a violinist he had better not give technical details,

but confine himself to ordinary indications of phrasing, etc.

The violin is very agile, can play anything, but it is well to avoid very high

notes even in symphonic music. For popular orchestras keep well down.

Viola. Four strings tuned C-G-A-E. Not always found in popular orches-

tras. In symphony orchestras six to twelve. They generally all play one part,

but may be divided. All that applies to the violin applies equally to the viola.

Cello. Four strings tuned C-G-A-E an octave lower than the viola. More

frequent than viola in popular orchestras but not universal in America. For

popular music it is well to write the cello part so that it can be played on saxo-

phone in absence of cello. In symphony orchestras there will be from four to

ten or twelve. They play one part but may be divided. All that was said about

the violin applies equally to the 'cello. It must be added that outstanding melody

or countermelody should be written for the A string only, i. e., not lower than

A, the top line of the bass clef, as this string is most penetrating and has the

best tone.
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Bass. Four strings tuned E-A-D-G. Sometimes the E string is tuned

down to low C, but this should be avoided as it puts the E string out of com-

mission for fingered notes. The low C is too low to sound well except in very

rare and very special cases. All that was said of the violin is true of the basses,

with a few exceptions. 1. There are no chords. 2. No trills. 3. No fingered

tremolos. 4. Only natural harmonics. 5. Rapid passages are more difficult

than on the other strings. (See Appendix, Note 12.)

Chords are possible on violin, viola and cello, on two strings, three strings

and four strings. Chords on two strings may be sustained and are very fre-

quent; chords on three and four strings are played with a sweep of the bow

and are not so frequent, being useful only for special purposes. Chords can

easily be calculated by having regard to the possible stretch of the hand. This

on violin and viola is a fifth above the open string, an octave from first finger

to fourth finger across two strings. On the cello the stretch is a fourth above

the open string, an octave from first to fourth finger across 2 strings. The

first and second fingers can stop two strings, making an interval of a perfect

fifth. For all other notes one finger or an open string will be required and

must be allowed for in making up chords. In actual practice the simplest

plan is to draw four parallel lines to represent the four strings, and to mark

on them the notes, four above each open string for violins and violas, three

above each string for cellos. The fingerings can then easily be calculated. (See

Appendix, Note 13.)

Banjo (tenor). Four strings tuned C-G-D-A same as viola. It is written

in the treble clef and sounds an octave lower than written. Modes of playing

:

1. It is possible to pick it with the tips of the fingers, either one string or sev-

eral strings at a time. 2. It is more usual in American orchestras to sweep

the hand across all four strings except where single notes are called for. 3.

It may be played near the bridge, giving a sharp, staccato tone. 4. Or on the

fingerboard, producing a sweet "distant" tone. 5. It may be hammered or

struck with the hand partly on the parchment head, producing a sort of chord

drum effect. 6. It may be played with a horn or metal plectrum. Under ordi-

nary conditions it is perhaps safest to write a simple banjo part and to leave

these specialties to the skill and discretion of the player.

There is somewhat more latitude in the making of banjo chords than in

the other strings owing to the fact that it has frets and that the finger-board
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is flat, not curved, and may be "barred," which means that the first (or second)

finger lies across all four strings, making a sort of factitious open string. This

leaves three fingers free for fingering. In this barred position the whole hand

may be slid up as far as an octave above the open strings. However, care must

be taken not to make any sudden jumps to new chords in new positions.

Harp. The harp has only seven notes to the octave. It is not a chromatic

instrument at all, and "accidentals" are made by means of seven foot pedals,

each of which is so constructed that it raises one note of the scale a half tone

if pressed down to the first notch, a whole tone if pressed down into the second

notch. The notches hold the pedals until they are released.

The harp is tuned in the key of C flat major—the key of seven flats. Harp

music is written with a signature. When the harp player sees the signature

of the piece, he sets his pedals so as to tune his instrument into the key called

for. For instance, if the key is C he will have to lower all seven pedals into

the first notch, thus raising every string on the harp a half tone.

Accidentals must not be written into the music at random, and there must

always be a warning so that the pedals may be prepared in advance. This warn-

ing is given by writing between the lines of music exactly what note or notes

are going to be needed. Suppose, for instance, your harpist is playing in the

key of C and you want him to use F sharp and C sharp—a bar or two before

these notes are needed, write (FS, CC). That will be a sufficient warning to

the harpist to lower these two pedals. But you must be sure to bear in mind

that, having sharped these two notes, the "natural" F and C have ceased to

exist and must not be written.

In writing harp music it is always well to have a piece of paper handy

on which to note your harp tunings; otherwise you will become hopelessly

confused.

Owing to this system of pedals the harp has the great advantage of being

able to be tuned into all sorts of chords : dominant sevenths, diminished sevenths,

secondary sevenths, and certain other chords in which an extra string or two

will be heard but will do no harm. For instance, the diminished seventh

chord C—E flat—F sharp—A could be made from the seven strings as follows

:

C—D sharp—E flat (enharmonic)—F sharp—G flat (enharmonic)—A natural

—C. (The last C is raised from the B flat string and is enharmonic with

the first C, which is raised from the C flat string.)

Modes of playing: 1. Ordinary. 2. Staccato (marked "sec.") 3. Har-

monics. These are marked with an o or cross above note and sound an octave
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higher than written. (Only two at a time are possible, one for each hand.) 4.

Trills (not very effective). 5. Tremolos and rapid broken chords, excellent.

6. "Play near sounding-, board." This gives a dry tone and is very effective.

7. Glissando, "gliss," a harp specialty, thanks to the possibility, already ex-

plained, of tuning the harp to chords. Only the top and bottom, or bottom and

top notes, need be given with the word "gliss" between, the tuning having al-

ready been indicated in the natural course of things. The hand-stretch for harp

chords is a tenth.

Piccolo. 1. Ordinary. 2. Soft low notes. 3. Shrill high notes. 4. Trills.

5. Tremolos. 6. Single, double and triple tonguing. 7. Flutter tonguing

(tongue roll). A very agile instrument. Avoid lowest and highest notes. Long

sustained notes impossible. (Single, double and triple tonguing will produce a

staccato effect in scales, a rapid repetition almost like a tremolo on single

notes.)

Flute. 1. Ordinary. 2. Sonorous low notes. 3. Trills. 4. Tremolos.

5. Single, double and triple tonguing. 6. Flutter tonguing (tongue roll).

Avoid lowest notes. Avoid highest notes except in loud passages. A very

agile instrument. Long sustained notes impossible.

Oboe. 1. Ordinary. 2. Trill (not effective). 2. Tremolo (in covered

harmony). 4. Single tonguing. 5. Staccato (excellent). 6. Hard, reedy tone

on low notes. 7. Flutter tonguing (not effective). Avoid high notes. Write

all solo passages in middle register. An agile instrument, but rapid passages

are "out of character." (Double reed.)

English Horn (Cor. Inglese). A tenor oboe. All that was said of the

oboe is true of this instrument. Write music a fifth higher than the actual

sound. (Double reed.)

Clarinet in B fiat. 1. Ordinary. 2. Fine low notes. 3. Very soft pianis-

simo except on high notes. 4. Trills. 5. Tremolos. 6. Single tonguing.

7. Flutter tonguing. 8. Staccato (very effective). 9. "Slap tongue," a tongue

stroke producing, a sharp bark, used in popular music. A very agile instru-

ment. Avoid high notes. Write music a whole tone higher than the actual

sound. (Single reed.)

Clarinet in A. Same. Write music a minor third higher than actual

sound.
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Two clarinets, either A or B flat, in symphony orchestras. One in popular

orchestras.

Clarinet in E fiat. Same. Write music a minor third lower than actual

sound. This instrument is rarely found in symphony orchestras but is gradu-

ally finding a place in American popular orchestras.

Bass Clarinet (always in B flat). Same. Write music a major ninth

higher than the actual sound. This instrument is frequent in symphony or-

chestras and is often found in American popular orchestras.

Bassoon (Fagott, abbreviated "fag.") 1. Ordinary. 2. Fine low notes.

3. Very soft pianissimo on high notes. 4. Trill (not effective). 5. Tremolo

(only in covered harmony). 6. Humorous grunts on low notes and squeals on

high notes. 7. Sharp staccato and slap tongue (likely to be grotesque and

comic). 8. Single tonguing. Agile, but rapid passages are "out of character."

Double Bassoon. Same. Write an octave higher than actual sound. Not a

solo instrument.

Horns. 1. Ordinary. 2. Muted (con sordino). 3. Brassy (+). 4.

Single, double, triple and flutter tonguing. 5. Trills (ineffective). Not an

agile instrument. Two in small symphony orchestras ; four in large symphony

;

sometimes as many as twelve in large scores. Always now in F. Write music

a fifth higher than the actual sound. It is unusual to write a key signature

in horn music. No time need be allowed for putting on and taking off the

mute.

Trumpet (Cornet) in B flat. 1. Ordinary. 2. Muted. 3. Single, double

and triple tonguing. 4. Flutter tonguing (tongue roll). 5. Various special

mutes, hat over bell, laughing effect, etc., already described. 6. Trills. 7.

Tremolos. A very agile instrument. Avoid high notes except in loud passages.

Write music a whole tone higher than actual sound. Use key signature. No

time need be allowed for putting on or taking off mute.

Trumpet (Cornet) in A. Same. Write music a minor third higher than

actual sound. Use key signature.

Trumpet (no Cornet) in F. Found in many symphonic scores, but players

seem to prefer the B flat instrument. Some composers simplify matters by

writing for a C trumpet, leaving it to the player to use any instrument he

likes. It is unusual to write key signature for F trumpets. Write music a

fourth lower than the actual sounds.
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Trombone (tenor). This is a slide instrument without keys. Each "posi-

tion" plays the notes of a dominant seventh chord through two octaves (see

Ex. 64.) Quick jumps between notes which are found only in widely separated

positions are impossible. Legato playing is impossible. Attempts at legato

become comic glissandos as used in jazz. Avoid the use of slurs! Players

are likely to make glissandos out of them. Modes of playing: 1. Ordinary.

2. Muted. 3. Single tonguing. 4. Laughing effects. 5. Glissando (gliss.)

Not an agile instrument. Time must be allowed for putting on and taking, off

mute. The trombone plays from the softest pianissimo to the loudest fortissimo,

but few players have lung power sufficient to sustain a long fortissimo note,

especially in the lower register. In popular music write tenor trombone in

bass clef. In symphonic music write in tenor and bass clefs.

Bass Trombone. Same. Write in bass clef. (See Appendix, Note 14.)

Tuba. A keyed instrument like a big cornet and capable of doing nearly

all that a cornet can do. But all rapid passages, except when covered, all trills

and tremolos, sound grotesque on it. The only way to write for it is as a simple,

sustained bass, or bass melody doubled with other instruments. It has no

mute. Long notes cannot be sustained fortissimo.

Saxophones. These are metal clarinets, and all that was said of the

clarinets applies to them. There are two or three in popular orchestras; none

in symphony orchestras. Notation as follows

:

E flat soprano : Write a minor third below actual sound.

C soprano : Write actual sound.

B flat soprano : Write whole tone above actual sound.

E flat alto: Write major sixth above actual sound.

C melody (tenor) : Write octave above actual sound.

B flat tenor: Write major ninth above actual sound.

E flat baritone : Write an octave and a sixth above actual sound.

B flat bass : Write two octaves and one note above actual sound.

Piano. Found only in popular orchestras. Write part always full, includ-

ing bass, accompaniment and melody, and cue in essential counterpoints.

Celesta. A keyboard instrument played like a piano. Sounds an octave

higher than written note. A thin, tinkling, staccato tone. Only very rarely

useful, for special effects in special places.
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Kettle Drums (Tympani). Each drum plays only a fifth: the lower drum

from F to C, the upper drum from B flat to F. If there are three drums there

will be generally two low and one high; if four drums, two of each. Kettle

drums are generally found only in symphony orchestras but are gradually

getting into our American popular orchestras. Mode of playing: 1. Ordinary

single stroke or roll. 2. Near rim giving a shorter tone. 3. With soft or hard

sticks. 4. With snare drum sticks. 5. Muffled. Allow plenty of time for the

drummer to get his drums tuned if there is a change of tuning during the

music. As the drums may play any note of the harmony, frequent changes

should not be necessary.

Bells. No section of the orchestra is more in need of development and

standardization. In small orchestras the bells usually consist of nothing, more

than a row of strips of metal tuned to a scale and laid flat so as to be conveni-

ently struck with two wooden, leather or metal hammers. This makes a very

high, short, staccato note, and, while often effective, just as the triangle is ef-

fective, ought not to be called bells.

Other orchestras have suspended metal pipes playing two octaves from

G to G. These are more like bells, but have a thin, harsh tone. By far the

best of all are bells with resonators (Marimba Bells) such as are used by

Puccini in Madame Butterfly. This is really the instrument described above

with the addition of sound-boxes under each note. Everyone familiar with

Madame Butterfly will recall their exquisite effect. Their use is common on

the American vaudeville stage, but call for them in an orchestra piece and

you will get some harsh substitute. Therefore the arranger is advised not to

write bells into his score except for the purpose of brightening and lightening

the color, like the triangle. They may be written: 1. For single notes. 2.

Tremolo. 3. Glissando. 4. With soft or metal hammers.

Bass Drum. 1. Single stroke. 2. Tremolo. 3. Muffled. 4. With cymbal

attached, played with foot pedal.

Snare Drum. 1. Single stroke. 2. Tremolo. 3. Muffled. 4. On rim.

Tambourine. (Triangle). 1. Single stroke. 2. Tremolo.

Cymbal or Cymbals. 1. One cymbal, suspended, single stroke or tremolo

with soft, hard or metal sticks. 2. Two cymbals struck together staccato or

"open," which means that they are allowed to vibrate. 3. The edges of the

two cymbals may be rattled together like a tremolo, but this is difficult, gen-

erally uneven, and not effective. Make tremolos on single, suspended cymbal.
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Gong. 1. Single stroke. 2. Tremolo.

In the following table the tuning of the stringed instruments is first

given, then the general compass. In the transposing instruments, the large

notes indicate thawritten compass, the small notes show the actual sounds which

these written notes will produce. In the case of instruments which sound an

octave higher or lower than written, like the piccolo or bass violin, the 8va.

sign is used to indicate this. (Ex. 64.)

Ex.64
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Note 1

Entrance of the gods into Walhalla. Rheingold, page 316 (Wagner)
9

Ex.65

Wood and
Horns

Trumpets pi
p

Trombones

Bass Clarinet
3 Bassoons

Bass Trumpet
Trombone,Tub&

Timpani

Strings

P |:
e=e s

^ ^

» 9-

m
0-*-*-

EEI ^

g^iPf m
m ¥ 3E

fate
0-4-0-P-0-P--+#-##(•#-## <?^<?-

3 3 3 3 3

99i
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X

S
With Basses svjzdassa

The horns and trumpets are in F and are written with key signature in

four flats. The six harps are written in an appendix at the end of the work.

They play simple broken chords.
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Siegfried's Forge Song motive. Siegfried, page 137 of score. See Example
66.

Siegfried, page 137 (Wagner)

Ex.66

Wood and
Horns

Brass

Strings

ffS
m3
ps

a3.mm &

in
te-
rn

y-i

p-

7
a3.

m
•9-'

£ Hi:
-4

T

This motive appears in various forms, of which this here given is about

the simplest. Note the absence of harmony.
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Note 2

This passage is to be found in the Second Variation. The brass parts are

shown in Example 67, string and wood parts omitted. It is to be noted that

the effect of bleating is partly gained by means of the tonguing, partly by the

short duration of the notes, and partly by the close harmony (semitones) which

cause "beats" (and therefore "bleats").

Don Quixote (Richard Strauss), 2nd Variation

Brass parts (strings and woods omitted)

Ex.67

Trumpets
muted

Horns
muted

Trombones
muted

## i i i

w T
I

1I
I

#3= t 7 :jpE

i | 4iff 7 17

±=±9

$ 7 1 wwm
mm

^
*

Note 3

The passage from Peer Gynt here referred to is in the Morgenstimmung.

The motion of the broken chords seems, somehow, to have something to do with

the rhythm. At least one can hardly imagine the passage without them, whereas

they are not missed from the Sinding example. See Example 68.
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Peer Gynt Morgenstimmung (Grieg)

Ex.68

Flutes
Clarinets

Oboe

Fag.

Horns

Timpani

Strings

gin u , u h#^#
O^J j nm

s& J^n m .m nm

v t m

k Ml fig g ! f I g gfifggglff g^-g±

Note 4

This is quoted from the Franz edition. In the original the part which

is given by Franz to the clarinet was played by the oboe da caccia. This was
not a tenor oboe, not to be confused with the English horn, but small bassoon.

The violins and violas in this example were added by Franz.

Note 5

The "organ-imitation" in Tannhauser—Elizabeth's Prayer—consists of

about one hundred and fifty bars of wood-wind chords without any relief except

a short cello interlude. If the balance and phrasing were perfect the passage

might be effective, but it never is. The instruments used are : 3 flutes, 2 oboes,

1 clarinet, 1 bass clarinet, 4 horns,' 2 bassoons.
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Note 6

In the Raff symphony the motion is in the cellos doubled at the octave by

the violas. See Example 69.

Lenore (Raff). Andante, page 75

Ex.69

Wood and
Horns

Strings
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Note 7

This method of simply letting go of the bass greatly simplifies the part-

writing of enharmonic modulations. See Example 70.

Tristan and Isolda, Page 251 (Wagner)

Ex.70 Tristan

Divided
'Cellos

Bassi
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Note 8

The opening of the Tell Overture is written for five solo cellos. Fine when
it works

; but in the hands of inefficient players it is painful to say the least of it.

It is a good example of what not to do unless the composer is sure of a first

rate symphony orchestra. See Example 71.

William Tell (Rossini)

EX.71 Bar ietc.

5 solo

Cellos

k

>*iyffiv$i

Note 9

This passage, generally known as the Ring Motive, is shown in Example 72.

Motive of the Ring. Rheingold (Wagner)

Ex.72

Note 10

Liszt writes for clarinets, trumpets and horns in C. The passage is curious-

ly brassy, and somewhat cheap, though just why it should be it is not easy to say.

See Example 73.
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Les Preludes, page 7 (Liszt)

Ex.73 Andante maestoso ff

Wood

mm
Brass

Strings
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Note 11

See Example 74. It has been suggested that the explanation lies either

within the realm of melody or of the broken chord. As Julius Mattfeld says

:

The E and F are the only notes left. That is, in the tonic chord the bass has

alternately the root and fifth of the chord, so that only the third is left, while in

the dominant chord the bass has again the root and the fifth, leaving the third

and the seventh—and the seventh is used because it is the natural progression

from the third of the tonic.

Ex.74

:= iff i ffnff
If the chords were omitted we would get the following:

Ex. 74a

m g r r i j ^^
Note 12

Some basses are being built with five strings, the additional string being

tuned to low C, but they are so rare that it will be best for the composer not

to write a part for them.

Note 13

The following cut shows how the strings are best laid down on paper

and the fingers set in so as to determine possible chords.

Ex.75 Violin finger plan

There are several instruction books giving violin, viola, cello, banjo and

mandolin chords.
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Note 14

In the Strauss passage from Don Quixote (Ex. 67) it is seen that the

trombones are required to do triple or flutter tonguing, but the use of it is

so rare, and its effectiveness so doubtful, that it was thought best to omit it

from our list of ordinary trombone effects. It is to be noted that Strauss calls

for it only on notes of very short duration, and it is to be doubted that a sus-

tained tremolo of this sort is possible.
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Accompaniment, 55. Waltz, 13
"Ad lib.," 17, 28
"a 2" ("a due"), 58, 86
Agitato, 48, 67. Ex. 42
"A Little Girl at Play," 40. Ex. 20
"All over nothing at all," 14. Exs. 8 and 9
"All that I need is you," 26. Ex. 16.

American, 93. Small orchestras, 11, 13, 52.

Uncertain combinations, 13, 19
AMERICANISMS, 22
Antiphonal writing, 67. Ex. 41
Arpeggio, 8, 43, 45, 48. Exs. 22, 23, 25.

None on orchestra, 11

Arrangement apart from color, 21

ARRANGING FROM PIANO SCORE, 42
Avoidance, 45, 57, 58, 59, 61

B
Baby cry, 34
Background, 94
Balance, 13, 40, 82
Basic harmony, 40, 78
Basis of all orchestration, 7
Bass. Fading, 74. Sustained, 12
Bassoon and Saxophone on same sheet, 34
Bass violin (Five-string), 112 (Note 12).

Rapid scales on, 69
"Beat," 13
Beauty in arrangement, 5

Beethoven, 3
Bells, 17, 34
Blcck, 27, 34
Brass, 62. Exs. 36, 86. Soft, 13. Staccato,

93
"Break," 29
Bridge, Play near, 32
Burlesque, 28

C
"Carolina in the Morning," 94
Chamber music, 52, 61
Chimes, 34
Chinese fiddle, 33
Chopin, "Revolutionarv Etude," 7

Chords, 21. Ex. 12" we. Ex. 14. ei.

Exs. 19b, 45, 57, 59, 76
Altered, 78. Broken, 91. Exs. 61-62.

Best position of, 71

In strings, 16. Thin, 70. Ex. 44. Too
low, 71. "Types," 75

Chorus (Refrain), 14, 19, 29. "Special," 26
Clarinets, in B flat, 18
"Closed," 32
Cocoanut, 34
Color, 81, 82, 95

COLOR INDEX, 95. Banjo, 97. Bass, 97.

Bass Clarinet, 100. Bassoon, 100. Bells,

102. Celesta, 101. 'Cello, 96. Clarinet,
99. Cornet, 100. Cvmbals, 102. Drums,
102. English Horn, 99. Flute, 99. Gong,
102. Harp, 98. Horns, 100. Kettle Drums,
102. Oboe, 99. Piano, 101. Piccolo, 99.

Saxophone, 101. String chords, 97. Trom-
bone, 101. Trumpet, 100. Tuba, 101.
Tympani, 102. Viola, 96. Violin, 95

Combinations, Orchestra, 14
Compass of instruments, 103-104. Ex. 64
Conductors, Responsibility of, 40, 66, 81
"Con sordino," 31
"Cor," 30
Cornets, in B flat, 18. Trumpets, 30. Kevs

of, 31
COUNTERPOINT, 72
Counterpoint, 8, 72. Consonant, 61. See

also "Parts"
Cow bells, 26, 34
"Cow Bells," 24
"Crinoline Days" (Berlin), 93
Crossing parts, 9, 12
Cues, 17, 32
Cymbals, 28, 34

D
D. C, 31
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PIANO AND
ORCHESTRA, 4

Distance Effect, 33
"Don Quixote" (Strauss), 33, 107. Ex. 67
Dramatic, 67
Drums, 13, 33
D. S., 31
"Duet," 29

E
Effects must "come through," 25
Emotion, 10
Encore, 31

English Horn, 83
"Erl King," 68
Essentials, 84

Fifths. Consecutive, 73
Filling in center, 39
"First (1st) Time," 17, 30
"Forellen Quintet" (Schubert), 53-55. Exs.

27, 28, 29, 30
Fortissimo, 77. Against forte, 58-59
Freedom, 9
"Friihlingsrauschen" (Sinding), 48, 51. Exs.
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"Georgia," 22. Exs. 13, 35
Glissando, 31. Trombone, 33
Gong, 34

H
Harmony, Altered, 73. Not altered, 62.

Basic, 76. Sustained, 6. (Seealso"Chord")
Harp, 11

Hat over mute, 33
"Hidden" octaves, 73
Hoops, 34
Horn, 57, 60, 88. Sustained, 83. "Stopped,"

83
HOW TO HEAR THE ORCHESTRA, 1

Humor, 23, 28

I

Idiom, Piano, 6

"If I were a Bird" (Henselt), 49. Ex. 26
IMPORTANCE OF SOLIDITY, 52
Indian Drum, 34
Instruments in standard orchestras tabulated,

19
Italian, 31

K
Kazoo, 33
Korngold, 47

"Last time," 30
Laughing effects, 28, 30
"Lenore" (Raff), 71, 109. Ex. 69
"Les Preludes" (Liszt), 88, 111. Ex. 73
Liszt, 5

"Loco," 32

M
Marcato, 66
Markings on parts, 14, 17, 83. In English,

29. Meaning of, 29-30

"Mastersingers" (Wagner), 69
Melody, 29. Above or below harmony, 5,

6. Arrangement of, 80
MELODY ARRANGEMENT, 80
Mental hearing, 2, 28
Modernism, 90
"Morgen" (R. Strauss), 12

Motion, 8, 54, 83. Wood, 13
MOTION, 88
Mozart, 13
Mutes (for brass instruments), 30-33

"Natural," 31
Noise, 62
"Non tremolo," 34
Notation, 83

N

O
"Obligato," 17, 29
Oboe, 83
Octaves, 20, 23, 38. "Hidden," 72, 75.

8va, 17, "8va lower," "8va higher," 31

OCTAVES AND BRASS EFFECTS, 84
"Offen," 86

"On head" of drum, 34
"Open," 17, 31
ORCHESTRAL FREEDOM, 9
Organ, 3-4, 68. Imitation of, 56
Oriental Effects, 28
"Oriental Suite" (Trinkaus), 43. Ex. 21
"Out of the Shadows," 37. Ex. 19
"Outstanding," 59

"Parsifal" (Wagner), 73, 75, 76, 78. Exs. 48,
49, 50, 51

Part-writing, 45, 61, 90. Crossing parts, 9,

12, 82. Joining, 66. Ex. 40. Not to be
used in harmonic background, 40. Inner,
13. Unnatural writing of, 73

"Pastoral" (Trinkaus), 47. Ex. 24
"Patter," 26, 27. Ex. 17
Pedal (piano), 7. Orchestra has no pedal, 8
Pedal-bass. Double, 63. Ex. 37
"Peer Gynt" (Grieg), 49, 107. Ex. 68
"p-f," 17, 30
Piano, Use of, 3 Parts, 18. Ex. 10. Alone,

20. Use in orchestra, 47. As solo in-

strument, 52
Pizzicato, 12, 31, 55, 64. Exs. 38, 82, 83.

"pizz" (snap), 32
Players, Convenience of, 83. Limitations

of, 35
POPULAR ORCHESTRATION, 13
Positions, Trombone, 33
Professional copies, 17
Psychology of attention, 66, 84

R
Raff, 71

"Ragged," 26
"Railroad Effect," 30
Refrain (or chorus), 14, 19, 29, 72
"Rheingold" (Wagner), 105. Exs. 65, 72,

110
Rhythm, 13, 40, 57, 58, 59. Drum, 23. Not

interfered with, 25. Irregular, 30
Rim, 34
"Ring," 34
"Rustling of Spring" (Sinding), 48, 51. Exs.

25 a-b-c-d

"St. Matthew's Passion" (under St.).

Saint-Saens, 5. "Swan," 10. Exs. 4, 5

"Sakuntala" (Goldmark), 81-86. Exs. 53,

54, 55, 56
Sandpaper, 30, 34
Saxophone, 14
Scale, 8

Scores, Reduced: What they look like, 21, 14
"Second (2d) time," 17, 30
"Sentito," 66
"Senza sordino," 31

Sforzando, 22, 24. Horn, 32
Sharp keys avoided, 18

"Siegfried" (Wagner), 106. Ex. 66
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-f- sign used in horn parts, 32
Simplicity, 59
"Sing Song Man," 18, 35. Exs. 10, 11
Slide, Finger, 33. On trombone, 25
Small combinations, 26
Soft hammer (bells), 34
"Soft-pedal" effects, 33
"Solo," 29
Sonority, 5, 7, 21, 38, 48, 64, 70, 71, 92 (vio-

lins) 72, ('cello) 82. Melody, 57
"Split" time, 35
Staccato, 23, 26. Wood, 70
"Stealing," 23. Ex. 15
Sticks, 34
"St. Matthew's Passion" (Bach), 56. Exs.

31, 68-69. Exs. 42, 43, 71. Ex. 45. Ap-
pendix, Note 4, page 108

"Stopped" horns, 83
"Stop Time," 23. Ex. 15

Strauss, Richard, 33, 47, 94. "Morgen,"
11. Exs. 6, 7

String chords, 112. Ex. 75
"Stumbling," 26
SUSTAINED CHORDS, 76
Sustained Harmony, 6, 9, 39, 57, 76, 78, 90.

Brass, 13. Strings, 11

"Swan, The" (Saint-Saens), 10. Exs. 4, 5

Tam-tam, 34
"Tannhauser" (Wagner), 79, 89, 91, 92. Exs.

52, 59-63
"ten.," 34
"Thin" arrangements, 47, 54
Thirds, 23, 87. Low, 71

"Till ready," 17

"Time After Time," 36. Ex. 18

"tog." (together), Drums, 34

Tongue roll, 33

Train bell, 34. Whistle, 30
Transposing, 103. Ex. 64 (See also trans-

posing instruments in color index)
Traps, 34
Tremolo, 8, 10, 22, 33, 59, 70, 45. Ex. 23
Triangle, 34
Trill, 8. "*r", 59
"Tristan and Isolda" (Wagner), 8. Exs. 3,

45. Exs. 23, 88. Exs. 58, 109. Ex. 70
Trombone, 65. Ex. 39. Pianissimo, 70.

Positions, 33. Flutter tonguing, 113.

"gliss.", 33. "slide," 25
Trumpet (Cornet), 30. B-flat, 18. Keys of,

31. Muted, 30
Tschaikowsky's Fourth Symphony, 57-68.

Exs. 32-41, 72. Exs. 46-67, 88.' Ex. 57
Tuba, 80. Sustained, 77
Tuning of instruments, 103-104. Ex. 64.

(See also Color Index)
Tympani, 44, 59, 63. Ex. 37

V
Vamp, 17
VARIETY AND SIMPLICITY, 60
"Verse," 14
Violas, 8

Violins, 8. Solo, muted, 12

"Voice," 17, 29. "Voice for dancing," 33

W
"Wabash Blues," 27, 30, 35

"William Tell" (Rossini), 82, 110. Ex. 71
"With back of bow," 31

Wood, 63. Ex. 37. Staccato, 70. Wood-
wind, 9, 56

Xylophone, 34
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